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INTRODUCTION.

The University of Patiia did me the honour in 1920 toappoint
me Reader in Phvsics, and 1 was asked to deliver a course of lecturesv *

during the winter of 1921-22. The lectures, under the conditions of the

appointment were to be published. It is clear that in India, at least,

one part of the University Reader's duty is to codify existing branches

of a subject rather than to impart new knowledge ;
the Junior staff and

senior students are thereby given an opportunity for a general survey

of a wide field. With this object I have aimed at giving a connected

sketch of what I judge to be the principal lines of research which are

in progress at the present time. From what has been touched on much

important work has obviously been omitted
; many valuable researches

have necessarily not even been touched on.

Incases where two lines of investigation were regarded as of almost

equal significance, yet for want of time one had to be omitted, I have

endeavoured to choose what I believe to be the less accessible. An

alternative of this kind is presented in the Researches of Bragg on

Crystal Structure and of Aston on Atomic weights. I chose the latter.

Tn preparing these lectures for the Press I have to some extent

rearranged their order, for instance Lecture 4 was actually delivered

before Lecture 3. I have also made a few additions notably on the im-

portant recent work of Whittaker on Quantum Mechanism, and of Ewing
on Ferromagnetic Models.

E. P. H.

CALCUTTA,

October 1922.





LECTURE I.

The directed efforts of physicists during the past decade have
taken the form of a peculiarly intensive attack on the intimate

Constitution of matter. It is true that for hundreds of years the

solution of this atom problem has been the final goal of the
natural philosopher, but it seems as though recent research has

been rewarded by discovery almost more abundantly than in the

golden days of Newton. In the race for knowledge something of

the nature of a spurt has been made ;
the last corner seemed

actually to have been rounded but the view, instead of providing
the hoped for glimpses of phenomena comprehensable, revealed a

goal more remote than before, lying dimly on the horizon of new
and unexplored country.

In fact, discarding the language of metaphor, the solution of

the mystery of matter and energy, as the philosopher would al-

ways have told us was perceived to be thrown back on other

mysteries perhaps more transcendental that any thing previously
in man's purview. It is my task in this course of lectures to try
to set before you what I conceive to be the more important
methods of attack on the constitution of matter which have been

developed since the bright and hopeful years which immediately
preceded the great war of 1914. It is not, of course, necessary to

remind a University audience that the foundation the first begin-

nings of the new advances to which I have alluded lies in the

discovery of the negative electron as a common constituent of all

matter. The negative electron is now to us a real entity. There
is no room for doubt that down this tube, in which the air pressure
is reduced to ToW of a mm. of Hg, there passes from the cathode

a stream of these negatively charged entities, moving freely (on
account of the removal of the air molecules) with velocity TVth or so

of that of light ;
whose mass unlike any masses known 20 years

ago increases as a definite function of their velocity and whose elec-

trical charge e has been measured by experiment and found to be

always the same from whatever form of matter the electrons may
have proceeded and to be, moreover, the smallest charge which has

ever been observed and probably one of the natural constants.

The innumerable instances in modern physics in which the charge
on the negative electron is involved make it of the greatest impor-
tance to obtain a%tandard determination of its value.

This hasJeen done by Millikan and as the method employed
seems to open up several avenues for new research and has already

yielded results of great interest in connection with the mechanism
of ionisation, I shall begin by describing Millikan's experiments.
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It will be remembered that the manner in which Thomson origin-

ally found the value of e is briefly as follows :-

Positive and negative ions are produced by X-rays in a wet

gas and the total negative charge E per c.c. is measured.
After a sudden expansion of the gas, a cloud is formed, the

ions acting as condensation nuclei and the weight M of the cloud
is obtained by calculation from the density of the saturated

vapour. The average radius, a, of the drops is found by observing
the rate of fall of the top of the cloud and employing Stokes' law.

*
4

Hence M = - 7ra3
/>

. n where n the only unknown, is the number of
O

drops in the cloud and p is the density of water. Determining n
El

from this equation we calculate e, the electron charge required.n
This method assumes that

(i) There is one and only, one ion in each drop,

(ii) Stokes' law is true for the fall of such drops through a

gas.

(iii) There is no evaporation during the measurements of

the velocity of fall of the cloud.

None of these assumptions are strictly true.

Millikan's method in its final form depends on the production
of a spray of very fine drops of oil which usually have a frictional

charge to start with and which can be introduced into the region p,

between the parallel plates of an air condenser (Fig. 1), [the plates
were optically worked and were parallel to within a few wave

lengths of sodium light]. If the oil drops are illuminated and an

individual drop of diameter perhaps -0003 cm. is observed by
means of a microscope, it will, of course slowly fall down on to the

lower plate under gravity.
If however an electrostatic field is put on, the field, according

to its sign, either pulls the drop upwards against gravity 01 aids

gravity in pushing it down. Clearly the field can be adjusted to

balance the effect of gravity so that the drop either remains

stationary or is endowed with any desired velocity of descent.

Now it was found that if X-rays were allowed to ionise the gas
between the condenser plates during the observation of the speed
of fall of an oil drop, an air ion often attached itself to the charged

drop : consequently the speed of the drop in the field of the con-

denser changed.
From observation of the initial speed of *. charged drop and

of the change of speed on picking up an ion the following quanti-
ties were measured :

(i) Ratio of the frictional charge to the ionic charge and
hence the number of electrons actually carried by
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the oil drop in virtue of its frictional charge. This
number varied on different drops from up to 200

beyond which the accuracy of the velocity measure-
ments were not valid.

(ii) The mass of an oil drop can bo determined to

X milligram by balancing the field against the gravity
. 10,000'^ 10*

effect on a drop with known charge a remarkable achievement,

(iii) The absolute value of e.

Atomizer

Earth

FIG. 1.

The accurate measurement of this last quantity which was the

primary object of the research involves a knowledge of the condi-

tions under which Stokes' law fails. It is fairly clear that this will

begin to set in when the radius " a "
of the drop becomes compar-

able with the mean free path \ of the molecules of the gas. In-

deed the formula ^ based on the assumption that a is large com-

pared with A.

/A \
Thus a correcting factor of the form

/(
-

)
will have to be ap-

plied.
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Expanding in undetermined multipliers this can be expressed

x
'

whence neglecting squares of - we may write the corrected Stokes''
ft

f

law, (since x oc /p\

2 ga*f W . 1 \
v - -^ I ff-p ]( l + A I

9 y V '/V pa/

where, v is the velocity of fall of the drop under gravity, <r and
/>

are densities of drop and medium respectively, a is the radius of

the drop, *? is the viscosity of the gas medium, and p is the pressure
of the gas.

The actual way in which Millikan determined the charge wa*
as follows :

Let '? be the required absolute value.

e,
be the apparent value obtained by assuming the uncor-

rected Stokes' law at various pressures.

Then, by comparing velocities and employing the corrected

Stokes' law it can be shown that

e = e, I 1 + A- }1

\ at

*l* A
2/3/-\\ */8 M ,or e, Ae |-) + e U)
\a/

9 / t

which if e is a constant, and the modified Stokes' law is true, is

linear m '-
. On ploting e\ against -

I = /pa) a straight line is
df Qj \ '

actually obtained (Fig. 2). The value of e
{

is then chosen by
1 x*

extrapolation fiorn this line which corresponds to = =f
-

.

pa a

Hence for this value of
p,

the free path term does not come in

and e
}

=e from(l).

The final value of e, the result of these measurements, now
generally accepted as a standard gives

6=4-774 X 10~
10

-005x 10~
10

. electrostatic units.

The importance of a standard determination of this charge
"

e
"

is obvious when it is realised how many physical quantities depend
on it. For instance it enables the mass oS the negtive electron

94 6

(9x10 grams.) to be found from the measured values of ; the
fit
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radius 1 of the electron (l'9x 10~
13

cms.) is then calculable from
theoretical formulae, while a knowledge of "

e
"

is also needed in

finding the absolute mass of any atom, and in questions concerning
X-ray wave lengths and Planck's radiation constant.

Millikan, in more recent work has employed the method of

balanced drops to investigate the number of electrons lost by a

gas molecule when ionised. It is found that when the ionising

agent is X-rays or ft or y rays from radium, in every case only one
electron is detached from the molecule, leaving a singly ckarged
ion. When X-rays are used, in 99 cases out of 100 a single electron

o
1

pet.

. 2.

is detached. The remaining 1 per cent of cases apparently give
a doubly charged ion.

The method seems to have yielded already a great deal of

information on the mechanism of ionisation which bears directly
on the constitution of the gaseous ion.

Let us turn now to the much more subtle problem of the

constitution of the negative electron.

Side by side with the mass of direct experimental evidence

for the existence and principal properties of minute charges in

1 The indefidfteness of the expression
" radius of the electron" is recognised

and one meaning at least is accorded to it below ; it must not be assumed that
the electron is conceived of as a discrete particle

" with a sharp boundary ;

nevertheless, if only for brevity, it is hardly possible to avoid attributing a defi-

nite radius to the region occupied by the negative charge
" e ", though all such

instances must be interpreted in the sense indicated by electromagnetic theory.
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motion there has grown up, in the writings of Kelvin, Lorentz,
J. J. Thomson, Abraham and Larmor, a purely theoretical electron

which has been developed largely with the object of accounting
for the known phenomena but which in some directions has anti-

cipated discovery.
'The basis of all theories of the electron and of its behaviour

when in motion lies in the arbitrary assumption of a local modi-
fication in space to which the ordinary electro magnetic equa-
tions or equations derived from the Maxwell system but modified

according to the theory of Relativity, can be applied. Of the

nature of these local modifications or regions of definite volume

density we have no physical conception. We merely assume that

the localised electric
"
charge" whatever that may mean, is sub-

ject to the action of force which is the electric force. Moreover
the charge may have any distribution. It is evident, however,
from the essentials of the theory that the total volume over which
individual charges are distributed must be exceedingly small in

comparison with the total volume of any portion of matter which
can be directly observed. In calculating the work done in giving
a velocity v to a charge e (thus obtaining an expression of the

form \Mv* (where M is analogous to a mass) various assumptions
have been made as to the distribution of the "charge." For
instance J. J. Thomson assumed a point charge at the centre of a

small sphere of radius r and found this radius on the assumption
that the ratio of the electrical energy outside the region to that

inside is negligibly small. (See foot noto page 5.)

Abraham on the other hand assumed the charge to be distri-

buted on the surface of a conducting sphere. The result in both
cases (when the velocity is not more than one-tenth that of light)
indicates that the moving charge behaves as though its original

$
mass (if any) were increased by a purely electrical mass A --

where A is a numerical factor slightly different on the two hypo-
theses.

As the speed of the electron approaches that of light this

electromagnetic mass increases rapidly : in order to calculate the

relation between velocity and mass various conceptions have been

adopted as to how the dimensions of the electron are affected by its

velocity. For instance Abraham assumed constant dimensions at

all speeds which gives a rigid electron, whereas Lorentz regarded the
electron as contracting in the direction of motion. The two methods

give a different relationship between v and the m&is ; but which-
ever hypothesis is adopted the general conclusions are the same :

(i) when the centroid is accelerated the electron radiates

energy.
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(ii) the apparent mass is proportional to the speed, and
the mass for transverse accelerations (at right angles
to the direction of motion) differs from that for

longitudinal accelerations when the velocity is high.

Now the measurements of Bucherer on the variation of mass
with velocity of particles from Radium fluoride are in agreement to

1% with the theoretical relation given by Lorentz, thus confirming
the contractile theory of the electron and incidently supporting
the Relativity theory. In addition this confirmation of the^theore-
tical formula shows that electronic mass is wholly electromagnetic
for if any part of it were ordinary material mass the observed

variation with speed would be less than that given by either of

the theoretical formulae both of which are based on a purely electro-

magnetic hypothesis.

Although the usual form with which the electron has been

endowed is that of a sphere [in the Lorentz type changing to an
oblate spheroid whei> in motion] the investigation of other forms
has perhaps been governed more by the limitations of mathemati-
cal analysis than for any definite physical reason.

Of* recent years however several experimental results^ have
been obtained which indicate that it will bo necessary to pay more
attention to the structure of the negative electron itself, if we are

to succeed in explaining those results on the basis of an electron

theory at all. The experiments I refer to are four in number.

I. When X-rays fall on a plate say of aluminium, the rays
are scattered, forwards, backwards and sideways. The distribu-

tion is however asymmetric ;
the forward intensity exceeds the

backward intensity and is not altogether in conformity with the

ordinary theory of the interaction of X-rays with the electrons in

the scattering plate.

II. Forman has observed that iron has a greater absorption
coefficient for X-rays when magnetised parallel to the X-ray beam
that it has when unmagnetised. In other words the energy scat-

tered would appear to be a maximum when the iron is magnetised
along a definite axis.

III. The ionisation produced by X-rays is exceedingly small ;

in a gas at the most it only results in the production of one ion for

every 10 1 *
gas molecules. Why should this be ? It looks as

though there may be only one plane in which the electron can
absorb enough energy from the pulse to effect ionisation.

IV. It has -been observed by C. T. R. Wilson that the paths
of

/3
and secondary cathode rays excited by X-rays in air and

examined by stereophotographs usually terminate in converging
helices. The helices may be right or left handed and the axes are

apparently orientated at randon.
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It does not seem easy to account for any of these observations

on the ordinary unstructural electron theory.
The most promising type of electron structure which has been

hitherto propounded is probably the ring electron suggested by
M'Laren in 1913 and by Parson in 1915 and used by the latter

in building up a new atomic theory. Of this theory I shall have
occasion to speak later, but it would not be appropriate to conclude
this lecture without some description of the ring electron itself.

It is regarded as the limiting surface of the aether, shaped like

FIG. 3.

an anchor ring. Tubes of electric induction end on the surface

and give it a charge. The charge is rotating round the ring with

the velocity of light.

Magnetic tubes will of course be linked through the ring mak-

ing it into a minute permanent magnet. Its sizfe is estimated by
Parson to be of the order of 10~ 9 cm. Thus the ring^s conceived

by him to be somewhat smaller than the ordinarily accepted diam-
eter of the atom, which is 10

~ 8 cm.
The ring electron has been described by Larnior as an " am-

perian molecular permanent current," and he points out that the
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thing is not really a physical unit for instance a series of elec-

trons constrained to revolve round a channel would behave in the

same way. Thus the new conception, so it appears to me really
liesip assuming that such channels have an independent existence.

The total angular momentum of a ring electron is a quantity
which has a bearing on the structure of the ferro-magnetic atom,
and which will be referred to in a subsequent lecture.

It can be calculated quite easily as has been shown by Allen.

Each Faraday tube is rotating round the -axis with angular
velo. a, (fig. 3).

The equivalent mass of a tube per unit vo]ume=47r/* N'2 where
N is the electric polarisation.

If 8O is the angular momentum per unit volume,

but the magnetic field is = H = 7rNr<,>

, ^ 2//*#2

Hence M2 = - = - I -.

4wa> 10 \ OTT

2
and the"total momentum is 12 = - x the energy of the magnetic

field

_2 .a _ Li . i

O) (I)

where Z/ is the coefficient of self-induction and i is the current.

Now Li =Nm = the number of magnetic tubes

linked through the electron.

and -=--:= where Ne is the number of

electrostatic tubes,

therefore .-. 12 = Nm Ne.
Zir

This is independent of the size or cross section of the ring.

On the assumption that electrons of this kind go to build up
the structure of the atom, a qualitative explanation is afforded, of

the asymmetric scattering experiments, the X-ray absorption in

magnetised iron, and the small amount of ionisation in gases.
In each of these cases the effect observed would be due to an

asymmetry in the electron itself and not to the atom as a whole,
for Bragg 's experiments have shown that in X-ray diffraction and

absorption tlifc electron is the entity involved. In the case of the

Wilson helices it is suggested by Shimizu that the electron has a

"definite magnetic polarity which on account of gyrostatic action

<ioes not change rapidly in direction." The introduction of the
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ring electron would be expected to induce magnetisation in the sur-

rounding air molecules, and this would have the same effect on the
electron as an external field of the same intensity. In these cir-

cumstances the path would be a helix converging as the velocity
of the electron decreased.

When we attempt to build up a theoretical atom on the basis
of the negative electron as it is known, various considerations arise

involving us in entirely new hypotheses. Whatever may be the
detailed structure of the negative electrons it is evident that since

they form an important part of all atoms they must be associated
in any particular atom so as to produce a complex which is not

only stable, but electrically neutral. Neutrality is supposed to be
attained by giving the atom in addition to its negative electrons a
distribution of so-called "positive" electricity. Such an assump-
tion is of course arbitrary, but certainly positive charges are ob-
served in association with matter. In any case no one has sug-
gested an alternative ; controversy has merely centred round the
form of the positive distribution. The only difference, so far as
calculation is concerned, between an element of positive charge and
one of negative is the difference which forms the basis of fche well
known definitions of electrostatics

; no physical conception of the

expression
"
charge

"
either positive or negative has ever been pro-

posed : it remains one of the fundamental mysteries and the ques--
tion of its two-fold nature is unanswered and almost unasked.

It is remarkable that considerations of the Relativity of Space
and Time lead to the conception that it is electric charge rather
than mass which is

Si conserved" in the universe.
*

^How the other quality of the atom, .stability, is supposed to
be attained I reserve for a subsequent lecture.
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LECTURE II.

The attempt to discover the mechanism of the atom has

developed during the past few years along two main lines.

The first may be likened to the methods of an Intelligence

Department in the Army. The second to those of an Adjutant
General's, or Fighting Branch, the section of direct frontal attack.

The Intelligence Department occupies itself in observing and classi-

fying the automatic records produced by the atom, and exhibited
in such phenomena as spectra, spectral series, thermal radiation,

X-ray emission, Radioactivity. Having collected a large number
of facts under these heads the attempt is made to invent an atom
which by its behaviour under various conditions would be expected
to reproduce the observed phenomena.

In this attempt all the resources of man's knowledge, in-

genuity and mathematical skill are available, but naturally it is

impossible to work backwards and to infer from the spectra or

other- phenomena what kind of atom to start with. The atom
must be invented de novo, its behaviour deduced and the result

compared with the facts. Acting alone, this process would give a

tremendously wide latitude for hypotheses of atom structure.

By good fortune however, the other Department of research

to which I have alluded and which has quite recently been de-

veloped provides us with certain limiting conditions to which <all

atoms must initially conform. These conditions are the result of

direct experiment on the atom itself
; hence it is impossible to

ignore Ihem when designing the architecture of a model. Indeed,
if the experiments are sound, any discussion of atom mechanisms
which do not conform would probably be waste of time.

In the present lecture I shall review some recent work in which
a direct frontal attack of this nature on the atom has been carried

out by bombarding matter with high velocity projectiles in the form
of a particles from radium C, and shall consider the limiting condi-

tions which have been determined.
The first experiments of the kind were performed by Geiger and

Marsden in 1909 and are still proceeding under the auspices of Sir

Ernest Rutherford and his students.

As you are doubtless aware, an a particle is a helium atom which

has lost two negative electrons and possesses therefore a charge of

-h2e. It possesses practically all the mass of the atom (which is

6*5 X 10~ 24
gram.) and its speed in air at N.T.F. is known to be of

the order of 10* cm/sec. (
= 12000 miles a second) before it reaches

the end of its range. When a single a particle strikes a screen

made of fine hexagonal zinc sulphide crystals it causes a scintilla-
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tion and thus advertises its presence. The number of scintillations

caused by a beam is thus the actual number of particles striking
the screen. If a stream of these high velocity massive particles
is fired at a thin plate of matter, such as a film of gold, they pass-

right through it and their behaviour on emerging from the film can
be examined by a zinc sulphide screen held at a suitable distance.

It might have been expected that the particles would be

enormously scattered by impact with the gold atoms. It was
found however that only very occasionally was a particle seriously
deflected : the large majority suffered practically no deflection.

In fact the gold was very highly porous to a particles. It is on

FIG. 4.

these occasional large angle deflections that I would ask you to fix

your attention.

Let us consider the conditions which might hold during a
collision between an a particle and a gold atom. The gold atoms
are doubtless built up of some distribution of negative electrons

arranged in the outer portion of the atom. They are presumably
held in equilibrium by the positively charged portion of the atom
which possesses most of the atomic mass. As to the distribution

of that positive charge there were various opinions at the time
these experiments' were made. The Kelvin Thomson theory so

well known 3o you all supposes a positively charged sphere of

atomic dimensions in which the electrons are in orbital motion.

Other suggestions included the idea that the positive electricity was
concentrated in a very minute region near the centre of the atom.
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The deflection results just described appear to decide quite

definitely between these two views. For the deflecting effect of

the negative electrons can easily be shown to be negligible if the

particle really penetrates de'eply into the atom. So also would
be the effect of a distribution of + electricity over a sphere of

atomic dimensions, regarding the sphere as possessing only electro-

magnetic mass. Consequently it must be inferred that the mas-
sive part of the atom associated with the + electricity is exceed-

ingly concentrated, for if not the large angle deflections of the a

particle's would have been far more numerous.
The gold atom in fact is a very open system through which

the a particle can in general penetrate almost unchecked. If how-
ever an o particle by chance impinges directly on to the charged
nucleus, a large angle deflection is precisely what we should expect.
Such in general terms is the argument for a small nucleus derived

from the earlier experiments of Rutherford, Geiger and Marsden.
I will now consider in some detail a few of the simpler calculations

on which these deductions are founded.

Consider a collision between an particle and a positively

charged nucleus at 8 (fig. 4). It is assumed in the first pL?ce that

the inverse square law of force holds between the nucleus and the

particle and that both are to be treated as point charges. Call

the nuclear charge Ne, where N is an integer.
Let the particle be projected along XS with velocity V direct-

ly towards the centre of the atom. The potential at a distance b

from the centre of the atom (where b is very small compared to

the radius of the atom) is

Ne
(j>}'

Hence the a particle will be brought to rest at a distance b from the

centre given by
2

1

~m ~ 6
'b

, 2NeE
whence & = -

.mV l

Now let the particle be projected as in the diagram, i.e. not

centrally. Considering the angular momentum we have

V 8A
v p

where p is the perpendicular from S on to the asymptote and v is

the velocity of the particle at its point of closest approach to 8.

From the conservation of energy

lwF*=-mt>3 -
2
m

2
mt>

SA
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therefore . = 1 +

But the eccentricity of the hyperbola is

/,
so

e = sec 6 -z~:OA
and by geometry

also b = 2p cot 9

thus the angle of deviation =
</>

= TT 20 is given by

Now suppose the a particles fall normally on a plate of matter
of thickness t.

Let n be the number of atoms per unit volume.

R the radius of an atom,

Then the number of collisions of an a particle with the atoms
is TT R*nt. The probability m of an a particle entering an atom with-

in a distance p of its centre is given by

m

The fraction of the total number of particles deviated between

<p
and </>4-d</>~the probability dm of their striking within radius -p

and p-\-dp.
From equation ( 1) this is given by

* 70 J> 2$ Jdm = 2irpntdp = - ntb*cot - cosec />

4 2 2

Let Q be the total number of a particles falling on the plate
of foil (fig. 5).

The total number deviated between </> and $ -\-dty = Qdm, where

dm is the fraction of the whole number deviated
; therefore the

total number y, deviated per unit area of the screen at distance r

from the plate is given by

_ Qdm _ ntb*Q cosec* */2

27rr
i sin tydty \Qr^

nt /2NeE\* 1 ...
I TTT- 1 tor small values ot v.

\ mv / <f>*

Thus the number of scintillations per unit area at a distance r

from the plate is proportional to !

/0* for small angles, for a given

plate and constant velocity of rays.
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The experiments of Geiger and others agree well with thi&

deduction from the theory and the value of b (distance of closest

approach during the largest deflection) is found to be 10~ 12 cms.

Recalling the hypotheses on which this theory is based< sucl\

good agreement with experiment affords strong evidence that down
to distances of 10

~ 12 cms. from the nucleus the inverse square law-

is true and that the charge occupies such an exceedingly minute

region of space that it can be treated as a point charge.
Tn later experiments Rutherford replaced the metal foil by

Screen Plate

FIG. 5.

hydrogen gas. Now the range of a particles from radium G in

hydrogen was quite definite, being about 7 cms.
On bombarding the hydrogen it was found that the passage

of the " particles gave rise to scintillations on a screen placed far

beyond the ivtnge of the particle itself, four times as far in fact.

The natural explanation appears to be that the hydrogen atom or

part of it was shot forward by the collision and itself produced a
scintillation on the screen. It was found, as the result of experi-
ment :

1. That the atoms, whatever they might consist of, were

propelled in the direction in which the a particle
was moving.
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2. That the velocities were distributed over a small range,
that is, they all had nearly the same velocity.

3. That the a particle and the nucleus of the hydrogen
atom approached within a distance of 3X 10~ 13 cms.

during a collision.

Now Darwin has obtained an expression for the number of

long range atoms of charge -\-e to be expected as a result of

collisions with bombarding particles of charge -{- 2e assuming the

nuclii act as point charges under the inverse square law.

The number observed experimentally does not agree with

Darwin's calculations. It is much greater than theory indicates.

There are three possible explanations :

Either (i) the assumed charges, -f e and -\-2e are wrong
or

(ii) the nuclii do not act as point charges but as struc-

tures of finite size.

(iii) the law force is wrong at these small distances.

If particles of smaller range (4 cms.) and smaller velocity
are used the Darwin law is much more nearly obeyed. Thus in

these cases Darwin's assumption both as to the charges and the

force-law must be correct oil

very nearly so. It appears then that

vdieu the approach of the nuclii is not so close, the charges and
law of force arc correct and the nuclii act as points. Hence it is

concluded that for the closer approacli of the swifter particles

(range 7) the most likely solution is not that the law of force it-

solf suddenly alters but that the nuclii no longer act as point

charges at distance of 10 1S cms.
It is interesting to realise how very few particles come into

collision with H atoms ; only one in 100,000 of particles in one
cm. of hydrogen gas at N.T.P. gives a swift H atom. Each particle

passes through the sphere of action of 10,000 H molecules in its

flighj: through 1 cm. of the gas.
It has olso been shown by Rutherford that the // nucleus be-

haves as an independent unit and swift H particles are produced
equally well from combined hydrogen.

Additional confirmation that these swift atoms are really

hydrogen with a -f- charge has been obtained by the measurement
of their mass and velocity by the deflection method.

They are found to be atoms of charge -|- 1 and mass I relative*

OllrlLT'CfO

to oxyeen= 1(5 and the value for - is 10* e.m.u. Now the
mass

c

electrolytic value of-~- for hydrogen is 9570 e.m.u. ; hence
mass

the atoms are undoubtedly hydrogen of charge + 1 which means
that they are probably hydrogen nuclei.

9
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It may be that the positive nucleus of hydrogen is in reality

the positive electron or "
proton

"
having purely electromagnetic

mass. If this is true it is easy to calculate its diameter since its

mass and charge are known.
Thus if M and m are the masses of nucleus and negative elec-

tron respectively, both being purely electromagnetic, R and r their

respective radii.

Then since they have the same charge e (by hypothesis)

,-A.t
m

m 1
~ i:i

~ m
.-. R^~-r x 1-5x10 -10 cms.M 1830

Thus o.i this hypothesis the radius of the atom nucleus is ^-{t\,-6 of

the radius of the negative electron.

Its extreme minuteness is borne out, as we have seen, by all

the deflection experiments.
Since the helium nucleus ( tt particle) has nearly four times

the mass of the If nucleus it is inferred that the former contains

four positive electrons (// nuclei) and two negative electrons asso-

ciated very closely. Thus its net charge is +2e. Since in radio-

active transformations a particles are produced but never H atoms,
it is further inferred that the combination of H nuclii with 2 nega-
tive electrons to make an a particle, is extremely stable.

We may sum up the results as follows : Experiments on

scattering for heavy atoms like gold, show that the nuclii behave
as points down to distances of 10 l - cms. whereas the hydrogen
experiments indicate that the law fails to hold for closer approach
than 3x 10~ 13 cms. It would appear then either that we begin to

get some distortion of tho H nucleus and the particle
1

, produced
by the intense forces when they approach to within this distance

of each other, or that one or other of them behaves asymmetrically
during a collision. The calculated value of the repulsive force

between two rtuclei on a close approach reaches the enormous value
of 5 kilograms weight !

Still more recent discoveries resulted from some experiments
on the absorption of the propelled atoms by gases.

When columns of oxygen or CO
2
were used the absorption

followed the usual law. When however dried air was used the

number of scintillations increased instead of diminishing.
Now a particles in oxygen and nitrogen give rise to atoms of

range 9 cms. in air and are probably swift oxygen or nitrogen
atoms carrying unit charge and produced by collisions.
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Therefore in the experiments now being described those atoms
were dealt with which were propelled with ranges greater than
9 cms.

These long range atoms from air were proved not to be due to

hydrogen from water vapour nor were they due to hydrogen im-

purities nor to H atoms from dust nuclei in the air
;
neither was

there any change in the phenomenon when chemically prepared
nitrogen was substituted for air. As they were not produced in

oxygen it was necessary to attribute them to nitrogen. t
But

nitrogen atoms have only a range of 9 cms. so the new particles
cannot be nitrogen itself.

The value of their mass and velocity was determined by the

deflection method and yielded strong evidence that the atoms in

question were hydrogen. Further, comparison of the deflection of

atoms known to be hydrogen with the new atoms amply confirmed
this. The only conclusion remaining is that the nitrogen nucleus

itself is disrupted by the collision and charged hydrogen nuclei are

knocked out. It is calculated that only one particle in 300,000

approaches the nitrogen nucleus near enough to liberate hydrogen
atoms with enough energy to be detected. Many may, however,
be liberated with smaller velocities and absorbed before reaching
the screen.

In addition to the long range atoms from nitrogen with which
f have just dealt there are produced atoms of shorter range but

still greater than that of the a particle which produces them.
There is strong experimental evidence for believing these short

v
ange atoms from nitrogen and also from oxygen to be atoms of

mass 3. They Jirc produced in greater number than th // atoms.

It is therefore suggested that a group of mass 3 is a regular cons-

tituent of the nuclei of both nitrogen and oxygen. Thus the

nitrogen nucleus can be disintegrated either by the expulsion of an

H atom of charge 1 or by the expulsion of an atom of mass 3

carrying 2 positive charges. Now helium is an atom of mass 4

carrying a nett nuclear charge of -j- 2. Thus, since the nett nuclear

charge in an atom determines the number of external electrons

and therefore the chemical nature of the atom, the new atoms of

mass 3 would have the same chemical nature as helium but would
differ from it in mass. Such a relation is called "

isotopic
" and

the atoms of mass 3 are "
isotopes

"
of helium.

I referred just now to the possibility that either the H nucleus

or the a particle is asymmetrical. It has in fact been suggested

by Rutherford that the " particle behaves in close collision as

though it were a plate or disc of radius 3x tO~ 13 crns. If such a

structure collided with an H nucleus "
edge on "

the distance

between " centres
" would be greater than 3 X 10~ ri and the point-

charge law would hold according to the earlier experiments. If
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however the conditions of velocity were adequate, the approach
might in many cases be along the axis of the disc in which case

the collision would be of quite a different nature and the H
nucleus would be swept forwards. Some extremely interesting

calculations have been made by C. G. Darwin with the object of

obtaining more definite information about the structure of the

helium nucleus. He discusses first of all what is the complete in-

formation which it is possible to obtain from experiments like

Rutherford's and puts this information in the form of a relation

between the velocity of the advancing <* particle, the angle of

FIG. 0.

deflection and the number of scintillations of a given range pro-
duced by the projected hydrogen nuclei.

The actual experiments are then analysed and expressed in

the same terms. The effect of collision of H nuclei with a series of

model a particles of different shapes is calculated and compared
graphically with the reduced experimental results. ^The method is

based on what Darwin calls the collision relation, a conception
which I will try very briefly to describe.

Suppose the particle is complex, of any shape and has a point
which may be called its

" centre." Suppose the H nucleus which
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I will call H is at rest. Draw a plane through H perpendicular to

the line of approach of the " centre" of the a particle which I will

call a (fig. 6).

H will be driven off at an "
angle of projection

"
to this line

of approach. The angle of projection determines the velocity and
therefore the range of H while from momentum and energy consi-

o

deration U=* - V cos where U is the velocity of H and V is the
O

initial velocity of

Consider both and H to be oriented in a definite way, F fixed

and the direction of approach fixed. Then if a stream of particles
advances under these conditions the position of B is the only vari-

able in the diagram, and corresponding to each point like B there

is an angle of projection 0. Draw lines of constant and we get a

projection diagram. Its scale will be of the order of 10~ 18cm. Now
take any area in the diagram less than a definite value

{ say.
Call this area P. It will be a function of 0. If a and H have any
orientation there will be one such diagram for each orientation and

one value of P for each, corresponding to each B. Let P be the

average value of P. Hence the number of H particles projected
at angles less than = v=Px (factors based on probability). Thus

experiment can determine a relation between P, B and F if the
a particles have all possible velocities. This is called the collision

relation.

Darwin next proceeds to find the collision relation which ex-

ists in the actual experiments of Rutherford.

The observations were the ranges of the H nuclei
;

if therefore

we take these as having velocities equal to a particles of the same

range we can express the H ranges in term of velocities by applying
Geiger's empirical law that the residual range at any point of the

Q

path is proportional to F8
together with the equation 7 = Fcos 0-

o

By considering the actual detailed conditions of the experiments
an expression is deduced for the number of H scintillations occurr-

ing over an area A on the screen which corresponds to deflections

less than a definite value of 0. This number depends on the area A
and hence depends on P.

The actual relation is shown to be

=W \

*/ II

Pdx

where P is, as I have said, an unknown function of while x and v

are known functions.

By assuming that P, a function of 0, can be expanded by
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Taylor's Theorem and writing P=*7rp* where p is a length on the

diagram, we get after integration

(0-AV).

A and were calculated from Rutherford's experiments, p
and v are also known from the experiments. Hence we can plat

p against 6 for different values of V.

B

7.

I

FIG. 8.

This gives a series of curves representing the results ol

Rutherford's measurements; One of which is shown in curve B,
(fig- 7).

The question now is what shape of will produce a collision
relation resembling these curves ?

Darwin assumes various models and calculates a relation for
each kind In fig.8> the quantity b is a constant.
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(
1 ) Elastic sphere.

The pO relation gives quite different curves from B.

(2) Elastic plate. (Fig. 8.)

Here the resemblance is much better. The exist-

ence of a flat part implies a discontinuity of as p
varies. This is seen in the experimental curve (B
fig. 7), and the result is very remarkable as implying
a discontinuity in the law of force between the nuclii.

(3) A bipole (2 equal charges) arranged so that they lie in

the plane in which the impact occurs.

In some respects this case is better, in some worse as

regards agreement with the experimental diagram.

The further development of this very interesting method
awaits an increased accuracy in the experiments. The latter are

exceedingly difficult and trying owing to the continual counting of

scintillations involved.

Let us now consider the type of atom which the foregoing

investigations of Rutherford would lead us to visualise.

Triere would, in a simple form of low atomic weight be a cer-

tain number of negative electrons grouped round a minute massive
core whose nett charge equals numerically the sum of the negative
charges outside it. The core or nucleus itself may of course con-

tain negative electrons but its balance of charge must be positive.
Tn a simple atom possessing in its outer regions only a very few

electrons the natural assumption is that stability is attained by the

rotation of the electrons in orbits round the central core either in

coplanar or in non-coplanar rings ;
cither in circles or ellipses of

various eccentricities. When the complexity is greater and the

atom contains a large number of electrons it is not so difficult per-

haps to make out a case for stability by imagining the electrons at

rest or oscillating in small circles of a sphere, under the influence

of their own mutual repulsions combined with the attraction of the

central charge, especially if the electron itself has magnetic pro-

perties as in the Ring type ;
but in dealing with the simplest of all,

the hydrogen atom, which there is good reason for believing con-

sists of a single electron associated with a single positive charge
of equal value it has not yet been possible on the ordinary view of

the electron to conceive of any way in which the atom can be

stable, i.e. not collapse, unless one imagines rotation of the electron

round the centre.

This conception leads to great difficulty in accounting for the

observed magnetic properties of hydrogen and for the radiation

emitted by the atom.
In the case of more complex atoms where the nucleus itself is

doubtless complex as indicated by Rutherford's work, there is slight-
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ly more latitude for attempts to explain the magnetic effects, but

the radiation difficulty remains. The nature of these difficulties

and the ideas that have been put forward to meet them will be

discussed in the next two lectures.

Geiger . .

Rutherford
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A stage has been reached in this review of recent researches

at which it is necessary for me to recall certain very revolutionary
theoretical speculations which have developed during the past few

years. It will be of advantage, I think, if 1 recapitulate the steps

whereby these unorthodox results have come into being. Tfcey are

largely connected with the theory of Radiation.

If a material body is placed in a constant temperature enclo-

sure it finally comes to the temperature of the enclosure and there

exists inside the latter a stream of radiation of all wave lengths

passing in all directions whose amount ' is independent of the

material of the body or of the enclosure and depends only on the

temperature and the wave length. This is called the full radiation

for that temperature. Ft is the problem of radiation to find out

how the energy density is distributed among the wave lengths.
Let the energy per unit volume for unit range of wave length

near x (say) be e ; then for range d\, (from x to /\ + d\) the energy

density is ed\.

But e is a function of \ and e only, therefore the energy density
over any range is

<j> (A, 0) d\ and evidently

<t>(\0) = E-A
d*.

{ '

the difference between rates of emission and absorption. Fn the

steady state

*
</>
= and E =A

at

which we know to be true.

The question now arises, what is the mechanism of radiation

and absorption ?

The emission or absorption may be effected

(1) by special resonators which account (say), for an

amount of Emission Es and Absorption A lt ;

(2) by the truly free electrons in matter which account

(say) for EK and A K ;

(3) by orbital electrons, or electrons closely associated with

the atoms of matter emitting radiation as they are

ejected from or return to the atom, which account

for EP and AP .

Hence ]
A

^=(BS-AS)
-- (EK-AR ) + (EP-AP) + etc.

at

1 Measured by its energy per unit volume, or energy density.
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But all the Es and As may contain $>, since if we increase the
energy at .any wave length we expect to increase the absorption.
80 for the steady state, if AB*=*&P we get

O = % a.j$ + y a
]$<(> -f Ep a

Ejt + EE + Ep
> =--

aP

P
to substance.

*-^It 3 Jftp
, ,

will obviously vary from substance
# aE P

But
</> does ?io* vary for different substances

;
full radiation is

always the same. Hence by Algebra

, _ _ _ -

p

E

i.e. each separate mechanism must be capable of establishing full

radiation by itself separately.
Now let us examine the form of

<j> for each type of mechanism,

By resonators.

Treat the resonator as a dynamical system in oscillation obey-
ing the ordinary laws. It is possible to calculate the onergy gained^
by it due to the action of an external impulse and hence to find
the mean rate of absorption of energy and of emission of energy.
Equating these values for the steady state it is found that the

energy density /> over range d\ is given by
.................... (I)

By free electrons.

Treating the interaction of a light wave with a free electron
it is clear that the motion of the electron will be compounded of

(i) the undisturbed velocity of electron
;

(ii) harmonic oscillations, set up by the wave.

The frequency of the light emitted in a particular direction
can then be found by applying Doppler's Principle; hence the

average total radiation per unit time in terms of its separate
frequencies, can be obtained by integratiop. Thus *for a number
of waves simultaneously acting on the electron the average total
radiation in terms of separate frequencies can be found and so we
get the final partition of energy, among the wave lengths.
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For the steady state the partition of radiant energy must be
unaltered by interaction with the electron.

Hence <j>(\6)d\ the original partition can be found.
It comes out the same as (1).

By orbital electrons.

If the electrons are not free but are radiating by reason of

acceleration imposed the same result (1) is arrived at.

Now it is easily proved by the method of dimensions
9
that in

equation (1) the quantity [87rA~
4
d/\] is the number of vibrations per

unit volume of the medium, which have wave lengths between

x and A + d\

Hence [R&] is the average energy of each vibration.

These same results follow from much more general considera-

tions regarding the partition of energy between matter and ether

namely the theory of equipartition of energy.
Hence from all points of view and employing every conceivable

mechanism for emission or absorption, provided the reasoning is

based dn the principles and processes of ordinary Newtonian dy-
namics, we are led inevitably to the same result, that the energy

density of full radiation is STT/^X-^A for the steady state.

If now this expression is integrated between A = and A = oc we
find that the total energy for all wave lengths is infinite. But this

is not true since we know that the energy in matter is not all

dissipated into radiation in the ether.

For instance, if the energy corresponding to different wave

lengths in the solar spectrum (ultra violet to infra red) is measured

experimently and plotted against the wave lengths, the curve

reaches a maximum in the visible portion of the spectrum and
does not increase indefinitely in the region of short waves. (See

fig. 9) Similar experimental results are obtained from full radiation

produced in constant temperature enclosures in the laboratory.
Thus something is wrong. The Quantum theory has been in-

vented to account for the observed facts since Newtonian dynamics
is apparently incapable of doing so.

Let us now consider one way in which the idea of an energy

quantum has arisen and how it has served to reconcile the

discrepancy just referred to.

The probability of a system, at absolute temperature 0,

e

having any particular energy is well known to be A e
R9 where R

is the gas constant.
2f

The probability of the system having energy 2* is Ae R*

,
and

of its having zero energy is A.
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Now if m is the number of vibrations having energy :

the number having energy 2 and m the number having zero ener-

gy, then we have

m f Probability of system having energy e

^""Probability of its having zero energy

Ae

or

also

m A
6

r>/>

If there areM vibrations and if the energy can only lie selected

or can only exist in bundles or quanta of value o, c, 2e, 3c . .etc.

_.- - _
then >/ = m l + e

R9 +e Rt>
+ e *'+.

m
...)

Now the total energy of all the vibrations is

3c + etc.

=m e

If we take vibrations only between X and \ + d\ per unit vol.

of ether, Jf = 8?rA-*dv

therefore the total energy per unit volume, Z), is given by

6

Re ,
e 1

(2)

If e= the energy can have any value however small, i.e. the
bundles are infinitely small.

So the total energy per unit vol. =8*\- 4d\ .RO which as we
have seen is not true experimentally. If e^O, then from (2)

d\

.1 *

RB
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If in addition, * = hv where h is a constant usually known as
Planck's Constant and v is the frequency, i.e. the quantum is pro-

portional to the frequency, we get Planck's formula for the radiation

FIG. 9.

density which agrees very well indeed with actual measurements (see

fig. 9). From experiment, 7< = 6'6x 10
~ 27

ergs sec. also v for the D
line of sodium =5 x 10 U .

.-. c = /^=r3-3x 1C- 1
'
2
ergs.

Now Poincare has shown that

"No system of resonators or any other mechanism can pos-

sibly lead to Planck's law except one in which = ^i/ is satisfied"

indeed it is shown definitely and conclusively that the mere fact
" that the total radiation at a finite temperature is finite requires
that the ultimate motion should be in some way discontinuous."

It is important to remember that there is no indication, in

the previous arguments as to whether these quanta of energy

really suggest an atomicity of energy itself or whether they imply
that the selection of energy for absorption by matter occurs in

fixed limited "
parcels."

This last alternative forms one of the outstanding problems
of the day.

Consider the expression

value of an energy bundle hv _
j average energy of a vibration RO

Then x = h (- \=h ( Where r is the time period; hence h

\KejJ \ROr)
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has the dimensions of Action and Planck's formula becomes

Now when x is very large, there are very few quanta in the

vibration (of which RQ is the average energy) and Planck's law
holds : when x is very small there are very many quanta in the

vibration (R6 large) and the ordinary Newton-Rayleigh-Jeans law

holds.

So the Newtonian laws begin to fail when the average energy
does not contain a great number of quanta.

But x can be large by
(i)

v being large (quanta large).
or (ii) being small (energy small and few quanta).

Similarly Newtonian laws hold (or x is small) when Mr is

great compared with A, i.e Action Rjr great compared with 6-6 x

10-'-7 erg. sec. Thus we should expect Newtonian laws to fail either

when is very low or v very high and Action very small.

This is exactly what is found by experiment. It is well-

known that the atomic heats of solids approach a constant value
6 provided the temperature is sufficiently high, but that at low

temperatures the atomic heat decreases rapidly.
Now Newtonian dynamics, assuming as it must that the total

energy per unit volume of the material is independent of the

nature of the vibrations of its atoms, demands constancy of value

for the atomic heat at all temperatures. There is thus a vital

discrepancy between theory and experiment. The discrepancy
has been met by Debye who assumes that the average energy of

a vibration depends on the frequency of that vibration, thus in-

troducing once more the idea of the quantum of energy. The de-

ductions from .Debye 's theory agree admirably with experiment.
Another instance which supports the conception of tho quan-

tum is provided by the photoelectric effect.

When ultra-violet light falls on a negatively charged metal

plate no photoelectric emission of electrons occurs unless the fre-

quency of the radiation is greater than a certain limiting value.

Moreover tho maximum velocity possessed by the electrons given
off depends, for any metal, only on frequency of the incident

light ;
in addition, the energy absorbed by an electron in emerging

from the atom ' is (within experimental limits) precisely one quan-
tum, hi>, where h is Planck's constant, 6'6X 10~" 7<

"erg. see.

Nor are these the only instances in which energy 'Is dealt with

1 Apart from any additional energy required during emergence from the plate.
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by matter on this curious selective principle. The kinetic energy
E of an electron in a cathode stream impinging on matter gives
rise to X-rays of frequency v only if the energy is related to the

frequency according to this same equation
E = hv (3)

Another example involves the collision of electrons with the atoms
of gases.

The latter are stimulated to emit their so-called "
single line

"

or "resonance spectra
"
only by electrons possessing more than a

certain fixed amount of energy ; if the election is not moving fast

enough the particular radiation is not produced. The proved rela-

tion between the electron energy E dnd the frequency v of the
" resonance

"
line produced by the collision is again the same as

equation (3). Lastly must be mentioned the Bohr theory of the

hydrogen atom which by an application of the quantum hypothesis
accounts for the spectral series of hydrogen. This theory is dealt

with in lecture V.

In view of all these discoveries the general trend of thought is

towards the conception that the atom possesses some mechanism
for absorption and emission of energy by jumps. Any mechanism
which may be imagined to account for this will be welcomed as

an aid to progress even though the form of that mechanism may
eventually have to be discarded as lacking generality. Possibly,
as W. Peddie has remarked, any model of which we may conceive

will "leave part of the essential mechanism undescribed."
I will conclude with a brief reference to some very important

results quite recently published by Prof. E. T. Whittaker in a

paper
" On the Quantum Mechanism in the Atom." Therein he

suggests a model which illustrates a possible method of inter-

change of energy between atom and colliding electrons which helps
to a realisation of the kind of physical process which may be in-

volved in quantum absorption and emission.

It is first pointed out that the electrie field in the neighbour-
hood of an atom is not permanent (since the atom is electrically
neutral under ordinary conditions) but is

" evoked by the approach
of the electron."

Correspondingly
" the electron as it approaches the atom in-

duces within the atom a magnetic current, the magnetic analogue
of an electric current."

The mechanism which is assumed to exist in the atom and to

give rise to these effects is a series of bar magnets with "like"

poles at the origin %nd free to rotate (like the spokes of a rimless

wheel) in one,plane. When such a system is rotating it sets up an
electric field which affects an electron approaching along the axis,

while the magnetic poles revolving in a circle constitute the
"
magnetic current." The two dynamical differential equations
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(Newtonian dynamics) which express the interaction between the

circular magnetic current and the advancing electron are very
simple and easily obtained.

On integration they provide an expression for the angular
velocity of the magnetic system and a conservation of energy
equation from which it appears that as the electron conies into the

neighbourhood of the magnetic structure its velocity diminishes
and its kinetic energy is expended in setting the structure into

rotation. If all the electron's energy is used up in this way before

it reaches the centre H returns on its path : in fact an "
elastic

impact
"

has occurred.

It is proved that if ?/, the initial kinetic energy of the electron

is greater than U, wher"

and M depends in the magnetic moments of the magnets, while A
is a Constant, the electron passes completely through the mechan-
ism and away from its influence on the other side giving up to

the structure during its passage exactly the amount U of energy
and retaining the rent. The absorbed energy appears as magnetic
current in the structure

; also, if u> is the final value of the angular

velocity of the structure after the electron has passed away to

infinity, we have

-~A (2 >

Hence, from (1) t

........................ (3)

Proceeding to the problem of the transformation of energy
into radiant form by the mechanism within the atom Whittaker
shows that the magnetic current is equivalent to an electric shell,

or what is the same thing, a charged electric condenser.

By combining the expression for the charge of this atomic
" condenser

"
of capacity C v\ith equation (3) we get

which connects the capacity with the energy absorbed from the

bombarding electron.

When such a condenser is discharged, clearly G is related to

the inductance L and the frequency v by the well-known equation

V =

provided the discharge is oscillatory.
*

/z.
It is then shown that the expression e1

^/ ^ is a natural con-
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yL k
7=i

'

combining with equations (4) and (5), we have

U-hv
which is precisely Planck's relation, and involves no departure
from the classical dynamics.

Thus, as Whittaker points out, the model reproduces by its

action " the behaviour of the actual atom as found experiment-
ally."
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LECTURE IV.

One of the large oustanding problems of physics to-day is

the explanation of magnetism. Perhaps less advance has been

made in this direction than in any other, and I believe that

magnetic phenomena have not received their due proportion of

attention in recent years.
I propose in this lecture to consider, a few special points con-

nected with the magnetic Behaviour of matter, and I will lead up
to what I have to say by reminding you very briefly of the ordi-

nary theory of dia and paramagnetism.
Imagine an atom containing electrons which describe circular

orbits about an attractive centre.

Each orbit with its revolving charge is magnetically equiv-
alent to a small magnet placed at the centre of the orbit, and

possesses therefore a magnetic moment whose magnitude can be
shown to depend on the angular velocity of the electro

17
and on

the area of the orbit.

There may be several electronic orbits in any particular atom
or molecule

; consequently the structure as a whole would be ex-

pected, in general to possess a resultant magnetic moment which,
of course, for special arrangements of the orbits might be zero.

(See fig. 11).
Let us consider first of all the effect of an external magnetic

field on an atom or molecule of zero resultant magnetic moment.
Each of the separate electron orbits will be affected by the

field, and in this way : the angular velocity of the electrons will

be changed, but not the area of the orbits }

; consequently a change
in the magnetic moments of the orbits results and this change is

always such as to decrease their existing magnetic moments. But
since there is no magnetic axis, any turning of the separate orbit

planes has no effect in turning the atom as a whole. Now in any
substance, containing a multitude of atoms the sum of the

changes in magnetic moment thus produced, per unit volume,
divided by the strength of the external field is the susceptibility
of the material.

Thus the susceptibility can be found from first principles in

terms of the orbit areas, the number of atoms of a particular
kind in unit volume and the constants e and w- Moreover, since

the effect of the external field is always to diminish the magnetic

1 Provided the law of inverse squares holds for distances comparable with the
atom-radius.
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moments of the individual electron orbits, the susceptibility de-

duced is diamagnetic.
Now consider the effect of an external field on a type of atom

^hich ^possesses a resultant magnetic moment not zero.

The diamagnetic susceptiblity exists as in the previous case,
for each individual orbit will have its angular velocity slightly

changed but superposed on this is the action of the field on the

resultant magnetic moment of the atom as a whole. The magnetic
axis of the atom-system will endeavour to set parallel to .and in

the same direction as the applied field, i.e. m the position of mini-

mum potential energy. It will be restrained from setting quite

parallel (a) by those collisions with other atoms which are asso-

ciated with the heat energy of the material, (b) by (in the case

of solids) magnetic or electrostatic forces exerted by neighbouring
atoms.

The same reasoning applies if we deal with molecules instead

of atoms. Matter built up of atoms or molecules of this kind

possesses a positive value for the susceptibility, for the magnetic
axis of the atom sets in the same direction as the applied field ;

therefore the material is paramagnetic.
It appears at first sight that diamagnetic properties, on this

theory should be independent of temperature, of change of state

and of chemical action, since the atom electron orbits alone are

concerned. But this is not strictly true experimentally. Para-

magnetic properties, on the other hand, should be dependent on
the temperature since the kinetic energy of the molecules plays an

'important part in adjusting the value of the susceptibility.

It can in fact easily be proved by thermodynamic and other

reasoning and it has also been verified by experiment that the

A
para-magnetic susceptibility Xp = where T is the absolute temper-

ature and A is Curie's constant.

In the case of the few solids which exhibit ferromagnetism
the magnetic behaviour is doubtless enormously complicated by
the close proximity of neighbouring molecules, but in attempting
to account for both ferro and paramagnetism, the possibility of

the existence in all paramagnetic molecules of special structures

giving rise to large local magnetic fields must always be borne in

mind. Moreover there is a strong probability that magnetic sus-

ceptibility in all materials is a resultant or balance between para
and diamagnetic quality. In some materials paramagnetism
preponderates^ in others diamagnetism preponderates : the result-

ant effect determines the magnetic property observed. I shall

return shortly to the question of large local fields in the atom.

Meanwhile let us consider Langevin's theory of a paramag-
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netic gas which is founded on the kinetic theory of gases and lead'

fairly simply to the equations

/ cosh a 1 MH

r
where 7 is the maximum possible intensity (all the magnetic axes

parallel to the external field) -

M the resultant magnetic moment of a molecule.

/7 the applied field.

R the gas constant applied to a single molecule.

T the absolute temperature.
One of the important"applications of these equations which

bears on recent work to which I want to call your attention was
made by Weiss. His object is to elucidate the phenomenon of

ferromagnetism, in which since solids alone exhibit these proper-
ties it is essential to take account of the influence of neighbouring
molecules. As is well known to many of you, Weiss assumes that

each molecule is subject to the influence of a molecular local

magnetic field H.z which, so long as the material is at a temperature
below its critical point is independent of the external magnetising
field //, . The local field may be caused by special structures in

the atom of which at present we have no direct evidence, but in

any case the device of the Weiss hypothetical local field replaces
the effect of molecular aggregation below the critical point and
enables that effect to be neglected in the calculation.

Thus the total field to which the material is subject is
//",,(

the

external field) -f-//.2 (the local molecular field)

=
77, + \I

since //.
2
is proportional to the intensity of magnetisation produced by

itself
;

A is a constant. Hence, regarding equations (1) as applying,

. M(#,+x/)
we have a=- -

JKl

Now near the critical temperature, where the ferromagnetic sus-

ceptibility vanishes and the material becomes para-magnetic, a is

small and equation (1) reduces to -7-
=

Q
so ^a-t ^ne cr^cal tem-

/ n 3

perature Tn is determined by

T _MM"--
3JT

V*

whence (7
T-77

)/ =
1

. . . v.......... .. ......... (2;

Hence if H
[

is constant, I-T curves are hyperbolas near the Curie

point, which is true experimentally.
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From equation (2) and a knowledge of the magnetic behavi-
our near the Curie point it is possible to find A, and therefore I\
which is H.2 ,

the local molecular field.

Ite value comes out

for Iron 3- 5 X 10" gauss
Nickel 6-4X10" ,,

Magnetite l'4x 10*

I would direct your special attention to the very large va^ue, of

the order 107
gauss obtained for this hypothetical local molecular

field.

It is at once suggestive of some mechanism in the atom which

produces a large field in its immediate neighbourhood at least in

the case of ferromagnetic matter.

Thera is one other aspect of Weiss' theory to which I will

refer :

If we deal with the magnetic moment / of the molecules

themselves and if you remember that near or above the critical

1 a
temperature - = -

/ .3

we have 7 _*"o#. *<ffMH*we have 1
"^ST'

S" MRT
where N is the number of magnetic molecules per gram ; whence, if

X i the molecular susceptibility ( \ per unit mass and

if we remember that MA7 = /
()

/ * M'1 N A J *

v - ^ - - where A =Am 3RTN
~
3RT

~~

T
' '

3RN
the Curie constant, and RN is the gas constant.

On plotting experimental values of ]

/xm against T the graph is

found not to be a single straight line but to be made up of bits of

straight lines (fig. 10). Hence the constant A must vary. If A
is regarded as varying in respect of / we can find from the curve

the different values of / which correspond to different tempera-
ture intervals. These are found to be exactly in the ratio 4m 5m
6m 8m 10m where m is a constant.

Since the values of / for other ferro-magnetic substances are

also multiples of m it is inferred that the magnetic moments of

the molecules are multiples of a common universal magnetic
element which Weiss calls the magneton. Its moment is 18'54X
10~ 22 C.G.S. eiectro-magnetic units.

The magnetic moment of the electron orbit on the Bohr
Rutherford theory (see Lecture 5) is an integral multiple of a

constant whose value is five times that of Weiss magneton, i.e.
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92'7xlO~-- electromagnetic units, while the angular momentum
of the ring electron is about twice this or 200 X 10~~ electro-

magnetic units.

It should be remembered that if 7 is constant and N varies,
the implication would be that polymerisation occurs at different

, temperatures ;
but the ratios of the different values of N are not

so simple as in the case of / .

An examination of one of Weiss' curves (fig. 10) indicates the

strength or weakness of the evidence on which this theory hangs ;

one would be less inclined to accept the idea of the magneton were
there not other lines of argument which lead to similar conclusions.

In a recent scries of papers of great interest Oxley approaches
the question from a somewhat similar standpoint, but considers

the case of a diamagnetic crystalline substance, which melts to a

03

02

6OO 700

FIG. 10.

8OO

diamagnetic liquid. Many such substances are known by experi-
ment to show a marked change of susceptibility on passing to the

liquid form. Working from Langevin's equations of motion for

an electron in a magnetic field it is assumed that a local molecular

field Hc exists in each molecule and that the field makes itself felt,

when the liquid crystallises, as a change of susceptibility. Oxley
replaces, in fact, the influence of neighbouring molecules by. assum-

ing their effect equivalent to that of a local magnetic field. The

equation which expresses the change of susceptibility is

where n is the time period of the electron in its orbit when in the

liquid or gaseous condition, i.e. not under the influence of Hc due
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to neighbouring atoms. From an experimental knowledge of -^

A
Hc can be calculated.

It has a value about 107
gauss which agrees with the value

obtained for paramagnetic material by the quite different method
of Weiss. Oxley regards these molecular fields as being largely

responsible for the rigidity of crystal structure indeed for cohe-
sion generally, and thus extends the idea of local fields, to

diamaguetic material.
'

Now H, is proportional to / and may be written Hc at where
" a

"
is a constant which Oxley is able to determine indirectly by

experiment. Its value is 10 5 for a sotfd and is known to be very
small (about -3) for a liquid

107

Hence i--=/=:100
106

Now the potential energy per unit volume of the crystal medium
is ^HJ= 107 X 100= 10* ergs. Hence the internal stress in the crys-
tal will be 109

dynes per sq. cm. (= 1000 atomspheres) . This value

is borne out by the actual figures for the tenacity of various

substances irrespective of their magnetic quality. For instance :

ferromagnetic iron tenacity= 5X 109
dynes/sq. cm.

diamagnetic lead ,, =-2X10* ,,

paramagnetic aluminium == IX 10 ,,

Again the question of latent heat comes in. When a crystal melts,
the rigidity disappears and simultaneously latent heat is evolved.

The thermal equivalent of the potential energy of the crystal state

10V

is 7r;
= 25 gram calories. This represents the heat energy re-

4 x 10'

quired to destroy the crystal state.

Compare the actual experimental values of tho latent heats

of various materials :

Benzophenone . . 23 gram calorics.

Silver . . . . 22 ,, ,,

Zinc . . . . 28 ,,

Chlorobenzine . . 30 ,, ,,

The values are in remarkable agreement with the theoretical result.

The whole question suggests the importance of direct measures

of the breaking stress of pure crystalline substances whose mag-
netic properties are known. It also affords grounds for research

on the elastic pfoperties of ferromagnetic crystals and, indeed,

other magnejbie material near the Curie point.
Some very interesting features arise when we consider the

Which Oxley's experiments provide.
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magnetic effect of hydrogen built up on the atom model of Ruther-
ford. It is clear that atomic hydrogen on that theory ought to be

paramagnetic, since the H atom consists of a single electron orbit

which of course produces a finite resultant magnetic moment.*
Atomic hydrogen cannot however be examined in the laboratory.

1

Let us therefore consider the various models which may be
conceived of for a molecule of hydrogen.

*

1. The Bohr model* in which there are two electrons at

the opposite ends of a diameter revolving round an
axis joining the two nuclii (coplanar orbits).

If n is the frequency/ = 6'7 x 10 lr>

and r is the orbit radius = 5'22 x I0- y
cms.,

the magnetic moment is given by
M = Z

_ NM* 2-72 x 10"* x (1-82)* x 1Q-
therefore x ~

tT
"

3 x 1-37 x 10- x 27*

= f 8-2 x J0- s

This is stable and paramagnetic.
2. A model in which the two orbits are parallel, the elec-

trons moving in the same sense (non-coplanar

orbits) .

This is also paramagnetic, but unstable.

3. A model in which the two orbits are parallel, the elec-

trons moving circles in the opposite sense (Fig. 11)

(non-coplanar orbits). This is diamagnetic, but

unstable. It is to be noted that although there is

no external resultant field, yet very near the molecule

an intense local field may exist.

4. A model suggested by Oxley and allied to the ideas of*

Langmuir
2 in which the electrons E

{

and E
t
revolve

in small circles (Fig. 12) under the control of the

nuclii N
i
and N.2 .

There will be magnetic attraction between E
{
and E.2 and

probably some electrostatic repulsion.
This arrangement is diamagnetic and stable, but it is not

clear how it could be made to account for the pro-
duction of Balnvr's series. *

Now the recent experiments of Take ^pne ha
r
ve probably

settled beyond doubt that molecular hydrogen is diamagnetic.

1 See footnote p. 48.
5 See Lecture, V.
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Thus none of these models except Oxley's fulfil the double condi-

tions which a hydrogen molecule model must fulfil, I mean the

condition of diamagnetic quality and stability, while Oxley's sug-

gestion leaves us in doubt regarding the speetroscopio aspect.
There appear to be several alternatives :

(a) A new model awaits invention.

(b) The magnetic properties must be accounted for by some
other means than by revolving electrons. Such, for

example, as separate structures or magnetons^ hither-
to undetected directly by experiment. In this con-

FlOS. li AND 12.

ncction 1 would ca)l to mind some recent evidence-

adduced by Rutherford as to the possibility of neutral

doublets. A system of this nature has been consi-

dered by Leigh-Page from the point of view of radi-

ation
;
but so far as I know its magnetic effect has

not been examined.

(c) The magnetic properties might possibly be due to the

negative electron itself if the latter were a rotating

charge (the Ring electron) surrounding the nuclear

axis.
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(d) The nuclear system of the molecule may be itself in rota-

tion : This posibility has been considered by K.
Honda and Okubo who worked on Bohr's model.

It is proved that if the axis of rotation of the,mole-
cule as a whole, i.e. the nuclear system is perpendi-
cular to the magnetic axis, the resultant magnetic
polarity is diamagnetic. The velocity of rotation of
the nuclei is much smaller than that of the external

or valency electrons. Taking the observed values of

X for Hydrogen the frequency deduced is r<)4X 10 l4

which corresponds to infra red radiation.

(e) Crehore has proposed a model for the hydrogen atom in

which the nucleus is complex and consists of two

protons and one electron giving a nett nuclear charge
of -\-e. This system, together with an additional

negative electron is in rotation about a common axis.

The magnetic properties of such an atom have not

been fullv examined, so far as I am aware.
C'

In connection with the magnetic properties of more complex
molecules it is worth while recalling the theory of Ritz which was

extremely successful in accounting, not only for Balmer's series,

but for many other spectral series and for the positive and negative
Zeemarm effect. Ritz postulates a magnetic field peculiar to the

atom, of definite strength whose axis is along the axis of the valency
electron's orbit to which it is rigidly attached. The origin of the

field is not dealt witli by Ritz in any detail, but it may be qon-
ceived of as being due to a special rotating electron whose orbit is

smaller than that of the valency electron. It has indeed been
identified by Zeemann, with Weiss' magneton. In order to ac-

count for the magnetic resolution of certain spectral lines Ritz

assumes a processional movement of the "
magneton,"? and sug-

gests as an explanation that this movement may be caused by free
electrons in the material projected into the intense magnetic field

near the atom. Tf an electron behaved thus it would describe a
helix round tho axis of the field : its electrostatic effect on the

charged magneton in the atom would be to start processional move-
ment in the opposite direction to its own.

The Bohr model atom built up as it is, by a combination of

the experimental results of Rutherford with the concepts of the

quantum or unit of action, and accounting as it does with great
perfection for the Baimer series of hydrogen and for other atomic
series discovered in the stars, is not to be discarded lightly. Never-
theless if it is to represent even an approximation*to reality it

ought obviously to account for the facts of magnetism at least as

successfully as it accounts for those for radiation. As things are
at present the Bohr atom and molecule without modification do
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not do so and I think it is clear that physicists must face one or

other of the alternatives just enumerated.

So far, the general trend of research leads to a belief in the

elementary magnetic unit. The question arises what are its dimen-
sions ? Is it of the order of magnitude of the atomic group such

as would form the unit of architecture in crystal structure, or is it

of atomic dimensions or is it sub-atomic, that is of dimensions

somewhat larger than the nucleus itself, but smaller than the dis-

tance between the nucleus and the nearest valencv electron ? A
v

certain amount of direct evidence has ben obtained recently by
A. K. Compton and Roguley in these points. They find that the

Laue diffraction pattern obtained through a ferromagnetic crystal
is unaffected on magnetisation. They also show that the intensity
of a beam of X-rays

" reflected
" from a crystal face of magnetite

does not change on magnetisation of the crystal. If magnetisation
shifted the atom as a whole including the valency electron rings it

is claimed that the reflected X-rays would be changed in intensity.
The conclusion is that the elementary magnet is really sub-atomic

and is associated perhaps with the nucleus, perhaps with the ring
electron of Parson.

Experiments on scattering of a particles in magnetic matter

should obviously be of great importance in connection with the

determination of the existence of special structures in the magnetic
atom.

Some very interesting results have recently been obtained by
Sin; Alfred Ewing which throw fresh light on the process of mag-
netism in a ferromagnetic solid. Ewing's original magnetic model,
it will be remembered, regarded the molecule as being the magnetic
element. In the light of recent wr

ork, he now conceives th^ mag-
netic element to reside in the atom and to be distinct from those

electrons which are immediately responsible for chemical action

the so-called valency electrons. The " Weber Element," as the

ultimate magnetic entity may be termed, is possibly an electron

orbit associated with the nucleus : in any case it is supposed cap-
able of rotating relatively to the atom as a whole (and indepen-

dently of it) under the influence of an applied field. The valency
rings although fixed relatively to neighbouring atoms nevertheless
exert an electro-magnetic control on the Weber element as it turns
which gives the latter a certain feeble stability. When an exter-

nal field is applied, at first (for very small fields) the Weber element
rotates to a very^mall amount, and the rotation is reversible, i.e.

if the field ^s removed the element returns to equilibrium. For
larger fields instability occurs and the Weber element swings over
into a new equilibrium position governed by geometrical factors,

by the " control "
of the other parts of the atom and by the value
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of the external field itself. During this process, which is not re-

versible there is of course dissipation of energy.
These ideas are illustrated by models of which one is shown

diagrammatically in fig. 13. A A A A . . . .are bar magnets repre-.

senting the valency electrons at the corners of a cube which thus
exhibits the cubic ferromagnetic crystalline structure. The space
lattice of iron is the centred cube and it is imagined that a corre7

spending grouping of the valency electrons exists in the atom itself.

The central portion W which is supported on a needle point (not

shown) represents the moveable Weber element. It consists in the

model of 4 bar magnets lying alopg the diagonals of the cube, with

their poles as shown ; thus W takes up the position of equilibrium
indicated in the figure when there is no external field. There is some

stability in this position and if an uniform magnetic field acts on the
"
atom," W at first is deflected reversibly but soon, when the field

is slightly increased tumbles over into a new position of equilibrium.
It is evident that the Weber element possesses a magnetic moment
and that the axis will turn (subject to sudden unstable jumps)
into line with the applied field as the latter is increased. By
calculation based on the model Ewing has obtained results not

only in qualitative but in quantitative agreement with the known
phenomena of magnetic induction in iron and nickel. In fact
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SPECIFIC MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY
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complete H-B curves have been reproduced with numerical value*

for H and B and for the coercive force in excellent agreement with

values for iron. It will be noticed that the conception of a struc-

ture associated with the atom, which passes from one position of

stable equilibrium to another with dissipation of energy in the

manner indicated, at once suggests the process referred to by
Whittaker and described at the end of Lecture III. Suppose for

example we imagine the Weber element to have no magnetic
moment. This could be attained by arranging all the north poles
in the kub. We should then have a picture of an atom of a ferro

magnetic element as it might be supposed to exist above the

critical temperature. If nqw an electron approaches the atom
from outside, W would be deflected and if the energy of the

bombarding electron is just great enough all the energy would be
4 'absorbed" by the atom and W would pass to another position
of equilibrium. During the process it would oscillate and radia-

tion would be emitted, the energy associated with which would
bear a precise relation to the initial energy of the bombarding
electron. As Ewing points out, however, when a single line spec-
trum is produced it is perhaps more probable that the bombarding
electron merely sets the Weber element oscillating about its original

equilibrium position without producing displacement to a fresh

stable equilibrium position. The quantum of radiation on this idea,

would be determined by the amount of energy given up to the

atom by an electron which passed completely through the atom.
The photoelectric effect would be caused by the Weber element

being set into resonant oscillation by light of the correct period ;

when sufficient amplitude had been attained an electron would be
V

emitted, depriving the atom of a quantum of energy by reason of

the angular impulse exerted on the atom stopping the oscillation.

When we come to consider the way in which the magnetic
properties of the elements depend on the atomic weight [or the

atomic number], some indirect evidence is obtained that either the

electron orbits of the more complex atoms are in different planes'
or that the electrons in certain orbits are rotating in a contrary
sense to the remainder. Otherwise there would be steadily in-

creasing magnetic susceptibility as the complexity of the element
increased. That this is not the case is shown quite definitely in

fig. 14 ' in which the specific susceptibility is plotted against the
atomic numbers of the elements.

1 Taken from a paper by Harkins and Hall, see Reforences below.
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LECTURE V.

The chemical evidence, Rutherford's experiments and many
other converging lines of thought render it certain that the hydro^
gen molecule is the simplest form of matter which we can directly
observe in our laboratories.' It seems natural therefore to

examiqe in some detail what kind of model hydrogen atom con-

forming to the limits made clear by a-ray scattering experiment
best satisfies the observed^ spectral and magnetic phenomena.
Later on in logical advance, it will be necessary to pay attention

to the vital question of association of such model atoms to form
molecules ;

thus we shall be led, through the more complex asso-

ciation of atoms of different kinds to the supreme test of any
atomic theory the necessity of accounting for chemical valency.

Bearing in mind the fundamental experiments on a-ray scattering
1 propose in the first place to review briefly the more important
hydrogen atom models which have been proposed of recent years.
Since atomic hydrogen has not yet been utilised for experiment,
at least on the earth, our direct knowledge of the behaviour, spec-
tral or magnetic of a gas composed of dissociated atoms is nil

; we
can only infer indirectly that certain observed spectral series are

really due to the atom as distinct from the molecule. Conse-

quently, any apparent success in atom synthesis will be dis-

counted if at the same time the model proposed fails satisfac-

torily to combine with its own kind and produce a molecule. Evi-

d^nce which I hope to bring forward in the final lecture together,
with that afforded by the Rutherford experiments indicates that

the hydrogen atom is a structure in which a minute massive
nucleus positively charged is in association with a single negative
electron, and that the net positive charge on the nucleus is equal
to e the charge on the negative electron. There is as yet no con
elusive evidence that the H nucleus is really the positive electron

or proton ; it may be a more elaborate structure. Neither is there,
so far as a-ray scattering experiments go, any direct evidence as to

whether the negative electron is in dynamic equilibrium with the

nucleus, that is rotating orbitally round it, or whether the negative
electron is held in static equilibrium.

It is realised, however, that in the present state of our

knowledge regarding the forces inside the
atorn^ an orbital or dy-

namic equilibrium of some kind must be postulated : otherwise
the negative electron would fall into the nucleus. By assuming a

1 Ib is only quite recently that atomic hvdroffen has apparently been isolated

by B. W. Wood.
' rr .
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special structure for the negative electron itself the difficulty may
to some extent be met and this possibility will be referred to again
later, but with the ordinary conception of the negative electron it

would, appear that in such a simple structure as the hydrogen atom
we are faced with a limitation, imposing some kind of orbital

motion with which we do not necessarily meet when dealing with
more complex atoms. The latter, with their larger complement
of electrons might possibly be in a condition of static equilibrium ;

it is impossible to see how the hydrogen atom with its single elec-

tron can be.

With these general considerations in niind, let us see to what
extent a hydrogen atom, consisting ->f a positive nucleus and a

negative electron in orbital motion round it, fits the observed
facts.

It must be admitted at once that such a system under
Newtonian laws does not fit the facts at all . An electron revolving
in an orbit is subject to transverse acceleration and therefore must
radiate energy as was noted in the first lecture. As it radiates,

the total energy of the atom changes and therefore the frequency
of the ^adiation. Eventually, as surely as though it were not in

orbital rotation, the electron would fall into the central nucleus.

Thus a gas made up of atoms of this kind, even if the latter were
associated into molecules would, under suitable stimulus, emit
radiation of all possible frequencies and would show a continuous

spectrum and not sharp line? as are actually observed.

Sharp lines demand either a constant radius for the electron

orbit or that the radius should have a number of possible stable

values to which it could jump instantaneously.
Now no possible application of Newtonian dynamics can

account for discontinuities of this nature. In order to reconcile

the difficulty, Bohr in 1913 made the suggestion that the angular

h
momentum of the electron is always equal to r .

- where r is an

integer (either 1, 2, 3, etc.) and h is Planck's constant. Thus the

assumption of Bohr amounts to a statement that if the angular
momentum of the atom changes it can only do so by jump?. That

is, the angular momentum of electron orbits can have the value

1
^

rt
^ O '*

4.

1 x or 2 x or .3 x -
. . etc.

27T 27T 27T

If W is the negative energy of an orbit then, from the conditions

for a circular orbit , -
2 a

where e is the charge in the negative electron, E is the net charge
on the positive nucleus, and a is the orbit radius. Also if fl is the
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angular momentum of the orbit, m the mass of the negative elec

tron, and o) its angular velocity, we have

7Tl>

7TU>

the kinetic energy
TTta

w_
7T<O

If the negative energy of the orbit is calculated it is found that,
r%n i^r\nr*C! a aanrviT\'f i/^vnon Bohr's assumption

a

Thus by giving integral values to r we get perfectly definite

values for W, a or &.

h*
For example, a must have the values, IX 3 =, or 4 x this

2

or 9 X this and so on.

Thus there can be hydrogen atoms of each of these sizes.

If T= 1 we find the diameter of the hydrogen atom, 2a, is

1C" 8 cm. which agrees with the accepted value. Bohr assumes
that on occasions a radius may shrink from a value given by T= T,

to a value given by r= T2 . When this happens the change of

energy
. 27r*we*#* r 1 1

jp ;7i"

and this is supposed by an additional assumption to be the equi-
valent of absolutely monochromatic radiation and exactly equal to

1 quantum of energy, which is emitted from the atom during the

change of orbit.

rruThus

whence

ri 1 "1
--_ _

L.TO* r,2J
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There will thus be various possible frequencies in the emitted
radiation.

There will be a series r
2
= 1 whose lines will be given by

r
v=2, 3, 4, etc., and a series r

2
= 2 whose lines will be given

T, =3. 4, 5, etc. For hydrogen where E- e, and taking r
2
= 2

which very exactly expresses the frequencies of the lines in

Balnier's series. A" is Rydberg's constant ;
its calculated vMue is

3-26X 10'& while the value obtained by experiment is 3-26X 10".

Other series corresponding to Til* and r2 = 3 have been dis-

covered.

There is evidence that in the stars there may be hydrogen
atoms of dimensions 1000 times that of the normal atom.

It is interesting to note that on Newtonian dynamics Rydberg's
constant (N) which appears to be a universal constant, cannot be

built up of the universal constants e, m and V the velocity of light.

2 77*

But on tjie quantum theory N -
j-6 >

so h *s a ŝo available, and

it is possible to build up N entirely in universal constants if h is

one of these.

The theory of Bohr accounts well for the normal helium

spectrum and less perfectly for the Lithium spectrum (atom with

nuclear charge -j-3e).

,The Rutherford hydrogen atom with the - electron in orbital

^notion together with quantum assumptions seems, thus to account
for every thing except the observed magnetic quality ;

we do not

know however in what manner atomic H would behave magnet-
ically.

As I have shown, it may be necessary to postulate a special
structure (magneton) or a rotating neutral doublet, or a rotating
micleus in order to account for diamagnetic associated hydrogen.

In addition to these investigations in the atom, Bohr has

examined the equilibrium of two such atoms when they approach
one another closely and indicates how stability would be attained

under purely electrostatic forces in a molecule in which the nega-
tive electrons are at opposite ends of a diameter in a common
orbit.

He is thus able to account for the necessary association of two
atoms to form a molecule.

It has already been shown, in lecture IV that rotation of the

nucleus itselfr would, according to Honda and Okubo endow a

molecule of this kind with diamagnetic quality.
Parson has suggested that many difficulties which are expe-

rienced when the more complex atoms are examined may be met
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by replacing the ordinary negative electron by the Ring Electron

which has already been described. Stationary electrons are then

possible.

Although Parson's atomic theory has been concerned .chiefly
with valency phenomena and has met with considerable success in

regard to the periodic law of the elements, yet if there is any truth

in the conceptions involved, the theory ought to be capable pr*

explaining the properties of the hydrogen atom and molecule. In
the case of this simple atom the ring electron, which it will be re-

called *can be of any diameter, is regarded as surrounding the posi-
tive nucleus. There is evidence that no radiation loss occurs in

these circumstances. It \tas shown that in the ring electron,

the total angular momentum = ^~ A
r
w Nf

where Nm is the number of magnetic tubes

and Ar
, ,, ,, ,, electrostatic tubes.

If now we identify the natural unit of action or angular

momentum --- with this electron, we get
-j 7T

h = Nm . N, .

If, further N f =e, the natural unit of charge, then

h -N--- -tV
//*

e

which is consequently 4-12X 101 E.M.U. There is therefore the

possibility of reconciling this atom with Bohr's theory and
Planck's radiation formula.

Sir Joseph Thomson, by assuming a change in the law of force

within the atom, has shown how stability of a rotating electron

can be attained on the principles of classical dynamics alone. It

is to be borne in mind that Rutherford's experiments do not com-

pletely exclude the possibility of a change in the law of force a^t

small distances, though other interpretations of his results appear
more plausible.

It has already been remarked that there are two distinct

ways of approaching the problem of atom structure, one by ob-

serving and classifying the automatic records (spectra, etc.) and
the other by direct experiment (a and /8-ray scattering).

Similar to the method of spectra observation is that of chemi-
cal observation and chemists, of recent years, have urged that it

is absurd for the physicist to build up an atom however ingenious
and successful in other directions which fails to explain at Jeast
the essentials of chemical phenomena of which there is an enor-

mous mass of classified data. On these lines a striking departure
from the orbital atom has been developed by Lewis and later by
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I. Langmuir. The main hypotheses underlying this atom, in

which the electrons are in static equilibrium
' in general, I will now

try to put before you.
Chemists are accustomed to classify matter as Inorganic and

Organic, but for some years there has been growing a tendency to

regard molecules as polar and non-polar. These divisions coincide

roughly, though not accurately with the old classification of Organic
and Inorganic.

There are, for instance, such differences of property as are

shown in the following table :

Polar.

Mobile.

Reactive.

High Association.

Ionised.

High Dielectric Constant.
Molecular Complexes.
Abnormal liquids.

Non-polar.
Immobile.
Inert.

Low Association.

Non-ionised.

Low Dielectric Constant.

No Molecular Complexes.
Normal liquids.

Now it is claimed that these differences may all be accounted
for on the hypothesis that in the polar type

" one or more electrons

are held by weak constraints
" and may change their position in

the atom, or go over altogether to another atom thus producing a

molecular bipole.
Thus polar molecules will have mobile paits, will easily com-

bine into a few stable forms
; non-polar molecules are inert, nonreac-

jtive'and can bs built up into the numerous complicated structures of

organic chemistry.
The bipolar type of molecule exerting attractions on similar

bipoles will associate readily and will form abnormal liquids as re-

gards viscosity, surface tension, etc. Tf two bipolar molecules ap-

proach (as they would do in the liquid form) the mutual con-

straints will be weakened, the parts will get further apart and the

electrical moment will be increased, resulting in increased attrac-

tion in the neighbouring bipole. In an electric field the bipole pf

a polar substance will have its moment increased and it may ac-

tually rotate in the field.

Now the dielectric constant is proportional to the number of

free charges X the average distance moved in the field. Hence for

a polar substance the dielectric constant will be large.

The cubical atom, was suggested by Lewis to account for

Abegg's law of vatency, which states that the total difference be-

tween the maximum negative and positive valencies of an element

l Lande has dealt with cubic distributions of electrons over a spherical surface,
each electron rotating in a orbit about a common axis.
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is frequently 8 and never more than 8. The valency is called the

polar number.
An atom, on this theory, is built up of

(!) a kernel possessing an excess of + charge equal to the

ordinal number in the Periodic Table group ;

(2) an outer atom or shell the number of electrons in which
is equal to the excess positive charge on the kerrral

when the atom is neutral, but may vary during chemi-
cal change between and 8 :

(3) the atom tend? to hold an ev?n number of electrons in

its shell especially 8, which arc arranged on the cor-

ners of a cube
;

(4) two atomic shells can interpenetrate ;

(5) electrons can easily pass from one place to another in

the shell. But they are held by constraints which

depend on the nature of the atom
;

(6) electric forces for very near electrons do not obey the

inverse square law.

Both on this theory and on that of Parson, using the ring elec-

tron, the conclusion is that the most stable form for the atomic
shell is one in which 8 electrons arc held at the corners of a cube.

When atoms combine they usually hold certain electrons in

common (2 electrons for each chemical bond).

Langmuir has modified and extended Lewis theory.
The primary postulates of the theory are these :

f

Postulate 1. The electrons are arranged about the nucleus in pairs

symmetrical with respect to the equatorial plane. They are

symmetrical with respect to a polar axis and have second-

ary planes of symmetry passing through the polar axis and

making angles of 45 with each other. The total number
of electrons equals the atomic number of the element.

Postulate 2. The electrons occur in shells whose mean radii are

as 1:2-3: 4, and whose surfaces are consequently as

1 : 2* : 3* : 4 2
.

Postulate 3. Each spherical shell is divided into cellular spaces.
The cells occupy equal areas in the shells

;
all cells in any

atom have therefore equal volumes.
The 1st shell contains 2 cells (by dividing the shell by the

equatorial plane).
The 2nd shell (4xthe surface) contains 8 cells.

The 3rd shell (OXthe surface) contains Itf cells and so on.

Postulate 4. In general each cell can contain 2 electrons, but the

innermost shell contains 2 only.

We cannot add electrons to the outer shell until all inner shells

contain their maximum number of electrons.
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There are several additional postulates the more important of

which I quote from Langmuir's memoir.

Postulate 5. It is assumed that electrons contained in thes ame
cell are nearly without effect on each other. But the elec-

trons in the outside layer tend to line themselves up (in

a radial direction) with those of the underlying shell because

of a magnetic field probably always to be associated with

electrons bound in atoms. (Parson's magneton theory).
This attraction may bo more or less counteracted by the

electrostatic repulsion between the* outside electrons and
those in the underlying shell. The electrons in the outside

layer also repel each other and thus tend to distribute them-
selves among the available cells so as to be as far apart as

possible. The actual positions of equilibrium depend on a

balance between these three sets of forces together with the

attractive force exerted by the nucleus.

Postulate 6. When the number of electrons in the outside layer
is small, the magnetic attraction exerted by the electrons of

the inner shells tends to predominate over the electrostatic

repulsion, but when the atomic number and the number of

electrons in the outside layer increase, the electrostatic forces

gradually become the controlling factor. As a result, when
there are few electrons in the outer layer these arrange them-
selves in the cells over those of the underlying shell, but
where the outside layer begins to approach its quota of

electrons the cells over the underlying electrons tend to

remain empty.
Postulate 7. The properties of the atoms are determined by the

number and arrangement of electrons in the outside layer
and the ease with which they are able to revert to more
stable forms by giving up or taking up electrons, or by
sharing their outside electrons with atoms with which they
combine. The tendencies to revert to the forms represented

by the atoms of the inert gases are the strongest, but there

are a few other forms of high symmetry such as those

corresponding to certain possible forms of nickel, palladium,
erbium and platinum atoms towards which atoms have a
weaker tendency to revert (by giving up electrons only).

It is assumed that in a cell the two electrons are at different

distances from the nucleus. Each shell therefore consists of two

layers which may*be called

I, IIa , IIj, III,,, III,,, and so on.

Helium contains 1 layer.
Neon ,, 2 layers.

Argon ,, 3 layers.
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Krypton contains 4 layers.
Xenon ,, 5 layers.
Niton ,, 6 layers.

Thus the following table can be formed :

Shell. Had i us.

I

II

III

IV

No. of cells in

hemisphere.

No. OF CELLS

4

<)

16

in axis.

1

1

in zones.

4
8

16

Therefore the number of cells arranged in zones is always a

multiple of 4 and we get tetragonal symmetry for the inert gases.
The idea of the cell, which is regarded as having an independent

existence, independent of the electrons in it, is related to Bohr's

assumption of stationary states. The passage of an electron from
one cell to another is conceived to give rise to a spectral line.

It is, therefore, only by a rearrangement of electrons caused

by an interaction between atoms that Postulate 4 can be fulfilled.

This is the basis of chemical action.

Let us now consider how the application of the Postulates
enables us to picture the external structure of the atoms of the
inert gases, and to what extent agreement with the Periodic

System is attained.

Hydrogen has atomic number 2V = 1 and the atom possesses
one electron. By Postulates 1 and 7, it is unsaturated and tends to
take up an electron and become symmetrical Helium. Hydrogen
valency is therefore unity.

In Helium (N=2 ) ) the first shell is complete with its 2 elec-

trons.

In Lithum (JV=3) the extra electron must go alone into the
1st layer of the second shell II,,. The electron is easily de-
tached and the atom is thus a univalent cation.

If all the cells of shell II were filled by electrons we should
have the Helium structure plus 8 electrons in shell II

(,
at the

corners of a cube, i.e. an element with atomic number 10 which is

the next stable inert atom, Neon. There will be some shortening
along the polar axis owing to the two electrons' in shell I. Argon,
the next higher inert gas has an additional 8 electrons which com-
plete layer II 6 . The maximum valency of an element is thus
determined by the number of electrons which would be given up
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if the atom were to revert to the structure corresponding to the

next lower inert gas.
For instance, up to N =11 the maximum positive valency in-

creases regularly up to the halogens (with the exception of Oxygen
and Fluorine). In the case of carbon there are 4 electrons in shell

II and these can arrange themselves at the corners of a tetra-

hedron. With nitrogen, no symmetrical arrangement of the 5 elec-

'trons in layer IIa is possible. This, as is shown by Langmuir,
leads nitrogen to form a series of very unusual compounds. There
is marked contrast between the constant, valency of carfcon and
the variable valency of nitrogen ;

the high melting point of car-

Fio. 15.

bon and the low melting point of nitrogen ; the stability of carbon

compounds and the explosive properties of many nitrogen com-

pounds. Passing to the first Long Period, beyond Argon (which is

stable and inert and has all its cells filled with electrons, 16 in

addition to the 2 which form the Helium basis) we came first to

Potassium (N 19) and then to Calcium (jY 20J. Here the

third shell is just beginning and the properties of these two ele-

ments are simila|- to the properties of sodium magnesium and
aluminium which immediately follow the inert and saturated

neon.

On these lines a most remarkable number of the chemical

properties of matter are satisfactorily accounted for, as also in de-

tail the variation in property as we pass up the Periodic Table.
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Let us, as a special test of the theory consider a few points
in connection with the element iron. It is in the 8th ordinal row
of the Periodic Table. In the atom there will be three occupied
shells with one layer (III,,) only in the outermost shell, containing
H electrons It is found that the magnetic forces assumed per-
taining to the electron ' will make these electrons take up positions
as close as possible to these in the underlying shell. (Postulate 6)f

.

Thus close to the nucleus there are 2 electrons
;
the 24 remain-

ing ones arrange themselves in three layers at the corners of three
concentric cubes whoseDiagonals coincide, a peculiarly symmetrical
arrangement regarded as responsible for ferromagnetic properties.

The electrons lie along the diagonals of the cubes, ladially and
if we examine two adjacent iron atoms it is clear that there should
be six electrons in the line between the two nuclei.

Now the two outer ones are held weekly, for this reason : there
are so many electrons in the outer layer that the electrostatic repul-
sion is jus

f
beginning to predominate over the magnetic effect and

cells underlying the outer electrons tend to remain empty and the
stability of the arrangement decreases. (Postulate 6). The inner
electrons however are held as firmly as in Argon. Thus if fche tem-
perature were raised the outside electrons would be subject to
thermal agitation which destroys the regular structure assumed to
be necessary for ferromagnetic properties.

It is well known that if we plot the specific susceptibility of
the elements against atomic number we get a curve of the nature
shown in fig. 14.

The sharp break between Ni and Cu is significant, in illustra-
tion of Langmuir's theory ;

for copper has too many electrons in the
outer snell to give the ferromagnetic properties possessed by its

predecessors, Ni and Fe ; there is no marked alignment of elec-
trons

; the electrostatic forces predominate, and the material is

actually diamagnetic. Copper might however, supply electrons to

manganese atoms to enable them to take on ;i ferromagnetic struc-
ture This we see in the remarkable and well known Heuslef
alloys.

When therefore the electrons are under weak constraints and
are held by magnetic and not by electrostatic forces, we get mag-
netic properties. It seems that the conceptions of this theory as
to the real cause of ferromagnetism are excessively vague.

Serious objections have recently been urged against the Lang-
muir theory in certain of its aspects, by Sir William Bragg.

2 He
says,

" Some idea of the distribution of electrons- about the nucleus
may be got from measurements of the intensity of reflection of X-
rays by a crystal. Recent measurement of the amplitude of waves

1 Thus some kind of ring electron appears to be postulated.*
Physical Society of London, Proceeding* : Discussion on the Atom, 1921.
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diffracted by sodium and chlorine show that the distribution of

electrons in those atoms is very different from that pictured (by
Langmuir). There is a far greater density of electrons near the

centrje of the atom than in the outer region. This is inconsistent

with the Langmuir arrangement of stationary electrons on spheri-
cal shells. The success of Langmuir's model in explaining complex
.compounds does not depend on any assumption as to the exact
structure of the atom, but on the fundamental conceptions of com-
bination through electrostatic attraction and by electron sharing."

It has been suggested by S. C. Bradford and others 'that the

electrons forming static groups may revolve about small circles

thus increasing stability and helpingHowards a reconciliation with
Bohr's 'theory, but it must be remembered that the Lewis-Lang-
muir conceptions admit of this possibility as also of the possibility
that the electrons may oscillate over a small arc. Lande, as al-

ready remarked, has worked out orbits with cubic symmetry and
finds that stability is obtained by revolution of the electrons in

small circles. It is along lines like this that development appears
now to be proceeding. Oxley has suggested for the hydrogen
molecale a structure of this kind shown in fig. 12. There will be

magnetic attraction between E
t

and E.2 and possibly electrostatic

repulsion.

We thus get a fusion of the two atoms similar to that suggested

by the Bohr theory of the hydrogen molecule only caused by mag-
netic instead of by electrostatic forces.

. Reviewing the whole question it appears that as regards the

hydrogen atom and perhaps other simple atoms the Bohr-Ruther-
ford idea plus some special conception to account for diamagnetic
hydrogen is satisfactory ;

but that directly we approach the more

complex elements any speculations which have so far met with
success on chemical grounds fail to apply to the simpler forms like

hydrogen and helium. It is for the chemists to remember this

and in forming a mental picture of the atom not to be carried away
too enthusiastically by the undoubted chemical successes of the

somewhat empirical arrangement of electrons involved in the cubi-

cal atom theory of Lewis and Langmuir.
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ATOMIC NUMBERS AND ATOMIC WEIGHTS OF THE ELEMENTS.
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Having considered in some detail the kind of structure which
we are led to assign to the atom, as a result of observations on

spectra, magnetism, and a particle scattering together with geneiaf
theoretical reasoning based on the phenomena of radiation, we are

in a position to review some important recent work on the relations

between different kinds of atoms as they occur in the universe.

Two lines of experimental research stand out predominately in this

connection ; the first established a most remarkable relation be-

tween the numbers of electrons contained in the atoms of elements

of ascending atomic weight, the second was concerned with a new
and exceedingly accurate method of comparing atomic weights and
led to the discovery that in all instances at present examined the

atomic weight of a real element is an integral number to within

one part in one thousand, and that fractional atomic weights as

usally determined by the chemist are merely evidence of the, exist-

ence of a mixture of two or more real elements.

Let us first consider the experimental work which led Moseloy
'

to his generalization concerning the number of negative electrons

in element-atoms.
The results emerged from an elaborate research on the charac-

teristic X radiations emitted by elements when exposed to Rong-
ton Rays. It has been established for many years (since 1908 in

fact) that when X-rays (of approximate wave length 10~ 8
cms.) fall

on a substance the following secondary phenomena usually occur :

(i) Scattered X radiation of all wave lengths is given off

from the material.
*

(ii) X-rays of special frequencies (like the special frequen-
cies of spectral lines) are emitted characteristic of

the material on which the primary X-rays fall,

(iii) Some negative electrons are ejected.
The principal phenomena connected with characteristic radia-

tion are well known : it is recognized that

(a) the characteristic radiation is always less penetrating
than the primary radiation which excited it.

(6) The higher the atomic weight of the material giving the

characteristic rays, the harder, or more penetrating are these rays.

(c) Sometimes two kinds of characteristic radiation are

emitted by the same element in any case two'distinct* types
a

,
re-

1 The suggestion that the atomic number represented the number of external
negative electrons in the atom was first made by Van der Brook.

2 There is recent evidence that more than two kinds are omitted in special cases.
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cognized by widely differing wave-lengths, are well known
; some

ele*ments emit one type, some the other, some as I have said, both

types. The two kinds are known as the K radiation which is the

more penetrating and the L radiation which is softer. The group
of wave-lengths constituting the L radiation is some eight times

larger than that forming the K/type.
If we measure the absorption coefficient '\ in aluminium

(say) of the characteristic radiations from different elements and

form - where p is the density of aluminium, we get the*" mass

absorption coefficient
"

for that particular radiation.

200 250

Atomic weight

FIG 1C.

It is found on plotting
- for the characteristic rays trom dif-

ferent elements against the atomic weight of the element that the

two groups, K and L, lie on two quite definite curves which show

clearly the distinct nature of the different types of radiation

(Fig. 16). It is highly probable that the K and L radiations are

emitted by quite distinct groups of electrons in the atom, the K
type from a deep* seated group near the nucleus, the other by
an gutlying group nearer the "surface

"
of the atom.

Now elements are transparent to their' 'own characteristic

radiations but if the wave-length of X-rays impinging on a plate
of any element is rather smaller than either^7 or L radiation a
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marked absorption occurs, immediately below the '

transparency
"

wave-length. This is most easily seen from fig. 17.

These facts lead up to the special discoveries of Moseley which

were made possible by the well-known phenomenon discovered by
Laue and developed by W. H. and W. L. Bragg that

X-rays
are

diffracted by a crystal, the crystal atoms acting as a space diffrac-

tion grating.

Moseley used a potassium ferrocyanide crystal and obtained

the diffraction spectra of a large number of elements. Confining

our attention to the more penetrating type, the spectra in most

cases consisted of two lines only, one of which was intense and was

what had hitherto been recognized as the K radiation. The other

Haid Soft

~zr in aluminium

Fio; !?

line represented, of uourse, a neighbouring and less intense group of

waves, of slightly smaller wave-length, which the crystal disen-

tangled. Possessing the photographs of these X-ray lines which
'

it will be seen from Fig. 18. increase in wave-length from element

to element in an exceedingly regular manner, it is easy to find the

frequency i-of the X-ray vibration corresponding to each line and
hence to plot /~, against the atomic weight of the element. No

very conspicuous peculiarity is to be seen on doing this, save that

the two variables /7and the atomic weights increase generallyv 9 (i

together. If however the elements are arranged in ascending
order of atomic weight and if they are labelled 1, 2, 3, etc.,

according to their serial number in the list and if further these
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atomic numbers are plotted against \/v the result is most remark-
able.

To within the limits of accuracy with which v is known the

Ca.

Tt

V.

O.

Mn-
1

Co.

A/A

Cu.

Brass

AKIO
8

Thick lines are K radiation,

FIG. 18.

curve is seen to be a straight line indicating that \/v is a linear

function of the atomic number of the element. \/v in other

words, forms an arithmetical progression as the atomic number in-

creases.

5
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It is suggested by Moseley, and now generally accepted as

true that for two elements

\/v
{

nuclear charge on element-atom 1

V/*~ nuclear charge on element-atom 2

arid 'that the atomic number actually represents the net nuclear

charge of the atom. The physics of the phenomenon is doubtless
this : that the vibrations observed are from a deeply seated group
of electrons, near the nucleus

;
that they are therefore in the very

intense field of force 'due to the nuclear charge, and that their

vibration frequencies naturally form a measure of the magnitude
of that charge.

It is accepted, then, that the atomic or Moseley number is the

net charge on the nucleus in terms of hydrogen. and is therefore

equal to the number of external non-nuclear electrons in the atom.

Moseley *s results (tan be represented by the formula

where A' is the atomic number of the element and A aijd B are

constants depending on fche type of X-ray line employed.
We also deduce, according to the results described above, that

the net nuclear positive chargethe number of external electrons iri

atom Nc.

Let us now pass to the second series of researches to which 1

referred, those connected with the atomic masses of the elements.

The line of investigation pursued begins with the discovery by
Goldstein in 1886 of positively charged masses in a vacuum tube*

which proceed from a perforated cathode in the opposite direction

to the cathode rays. The theory of the motion of these particles in

a magnetic field is as follows

2
A

19.
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Let the particle, charge e mass m be moving along the X axis,

and let the magnetic field // be parallel to the Z axis. Fig. 19, a.

Then th force on the charged particle is along the Y axis and
the equation of motion is

dxm -~ = ea
dt

therefore m-?- = I eH ~rr </ + 6'

There will be a small deflection d in the JCF-plane. Now v the

actual velocity in the path is approximately

y- ,
if dl

is negligible,
at

. dy di/ dx du
and r= 7 7-

= -r v
dt <ix at dx

also when $=0 ~=0 .. G'=
/

rfy (

Hence w*v 771 eHdx

"o

when #=/ let the deflection be y

r'

then invy ~\ \ I &Hdx \ dx .

^0

Put 1 Hedx w and x => a

o

r
1

r i rc r r* ri ,
"i 7 ( r T I

then I < / -a eaw
f
dx = I ^a?^ = I ^w I 1

" O

= I x l Hedx I
j
xHedx

O O

and mvy = 1 \ Hedx \ xHedxmvy = / \ //e^a; - \

-I"-) Hdx = eA
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where A depends only in the field and the distance from the point
of projection at which y is measured

mv

In an electrostatic field Z. (Fig. 19, b)

4>

or mv* r~
ax*

giving z =

where =\
{f*Zdx\

and is independent of charge, mass or velocity. If the fields are

simultaneously applied and are perpendicular to one another

y = .A; z^^.B .................. (1)
mv mv*

i e y
2 B /rtvand -eSL..- ...................... (2)m z A*

v -
.

2 .4

g
If therefore a stream of particles of different values for are^ m

projected with different velocities along the X axis and fall on a

screen, they get sorted out. All particles striking the same point
n

on the screen must have the same speed and the same .1

m
Thus if we know the deflected position for a particle, or group of

o

particles, we can get v and from equations (2) and (3).m
z

It is clear that for particles of fixed v. is constant and all

y
such particles lie on a straight line through O the undeflected posi-

6 U
tion Fig. 20. For particles of fixed (same kind of particle) ~

m * > z

is constant. Thus all such particles lie on a parabola with vertex at
O There will be one such parabola for each kind of particle and the

velocity of the particle which strikes at P is proportional to tan $.
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Thus masses could be compared by measuring the ordinates

of two parabolas for the same value of y provided the particles
had the same charge.

Bor instance, in fig. 5.

Sb e

m

FIG. 20.

This was the method employed by Sir J. J. Thomson, who
obtained an enormous amount of information concerning the types
of positively charged atoms of matter in tubes containing different

gases.
Aston took up the problem of trying to get a much higher

precision in the measurements. The chief practical difficulty is to

obtain a sufficiently thin parabola for accurate measurement of the

ordinates. When, by stopping down the beam of rays the para-
bola is made very fine, the loss of intensity is so great that the

parabola ceases to be visible on the plate. Aston developed a
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method for focussing the spot so as to give a real positive ray
ra

spectrum where deflections are proportional to and ^independent
w

of v over a certain range. The secret of his experimental success

in this very important work was the employment of parallel
instead of crossed fields. The principal of Aston 's method is shown
in figure 6.

The rays after passing two special slits $, and S
t Fig. 21

traverse (as a narrow ribbon) the electrostatic field and are spread
out thereby into an electric spectrum. A limited width of the

latter is selected by the diaphragm D and passes the magnetic
field (produced by pole pieces of circular cros section) which

deflects the portions of the narrow electric spectrum in the opposite

Si

I
S2

"I

FIG. 21.

direction. The spectrum finally falls on a photographic plate at

FG which is placed at the " focus
"
or position of minimum width,

of band. Naturally the whole arrangement as indicated is enclosed
in an exhausted vessel at the back of the perforated cathode.

Take the electric and magnetic fields, Z and H parallel and
remember that now, equations (1) become

8= . A and8'= JL . B,
mv wtr

where 8 and 8' are the linear deflections produced by the magnetic
and electrostatic fields respectively.

'

Then from the geometry of the figure it is easilytshown

72 n
A = -.H and J5 = .Z

JL
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where L is the length of the path of the rays in the magnetic field

and / is the length of path in the electric field.

Hence/for small angles, if is the angle through which the

beam is bent by the field Z and <J> the angle through which it is

bent by the field //, we have S' = l^ . and 3 = L/t
.

<p

.u ,that - =

mv*

i
e

</>and =
mv Lti

Thus 0t>* and <j>v are constant (for the small range let through

*by the diaphragm) for all rays of fixed

Qv* = const. <j>v
= const.

O '
1 O A ASo it we have = 2 and + =

v > v

I
I I I I 1,1111111 I I

^^B^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^WPW***^ ** '"BBpwwW'W^^w^* ^^*<$M?^'
<NMI^:

^^VHMHMM)VRVMNMMpfaraJF t , I i V v

to vo N cb

i

k

FIG. 22.

, u ,
therefore

when tlie velocity varies, in a group of given -
. The problem is

/fit

now to find the breadth of the strip or ribbon of particles and to see

when this vanishes. This position gives the focus and the plate is

placed at the focus, for instance at F.

The breadth at is bdB where 6 is the distance from to the

centre of the electrostatic field. At a distance r from 0, the breadth

r(dd

This is shown to vanish when
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or referred to axes OJT, O Y the focus coordinates are r cos \ and r

sin x where ^ = ((j>

- 20)

so the foci lie on a straight line OF parallel to OX. The field can

be adjusted to use the brightest part of the electric spectrum and
g

values of are represented by the various lines and can be com--m
pared by referring their positions to those of standard elements.

Sinoe the metnod is a comparison of masses it is clearly ne-

cessary to have a standard known mass or masses to start with.

An example of Aston 's resultfe is shown in Fig. 22.

It must be remembered that the lines may be due to the atom,,

singly or multiply charged (1st and 2nd order spectra) or to the

molecule (nearly always 1st order). Oxygen and Carbon give ex-

tremely exact integral relations between their atomic weights and
this is evidence that they are "

pure" elements. Other standards

are C*
f

(6) 0(12) CO(28) C0
2(64). As an example of one of the

first discoveries made by this method we may consider the case of

neon, whose ordinary atomic weight is 20*2. The mass spectro-

gram shows that neon consists of two isotopes, of masses 20 and
22 with a slight possibility of a third of rmiss 21.

Chlorine (35*46) shows no indication of a line at 35*46, but

gives a group a^ 35, 36, 37, 38 and two secondaries 17*5 and 18*5.

Cl56 and Cl37 arc regarded as the isotopes, lines at 36 and 38

being due to HC136 and HCF.
Nitrogen (14'01) gives the same line as CH

2
while its molecule

gives the same line as CO.

Hydrogen (1*008) is a "
pure" element.

Xenon has lines 128 130 131 133 135, while krypton shows

linos, at 80 82 83 84 8() and a faint line 78, together with multiply

charged clusters of the same relative intensity.
The 2nd order krypton can be compared with argon (40)

with very great accuracy.
The general conclusion which is to be drawn from these ex-

periments is that all masses, atomic or molecular, element or com-

pound are whole numbers to within 1 part in 1000. Fractions in

atomic weights are merely
<k
statistical effects due to the relative

quantities of the isotopic constituents
"

(Aston).
If a positive electron and a negative electron both enter

another nucleus, an isotope results
;

if only the positive electron

enters, an element of next higher atomic number results (the

charge increases). * r
The hydrogen atom on this scale gives a mass 1*(W)8, i.e.

greater than unity. This is probably because electromagnetic
masses are only additive when at a distance : when closely packed
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in the nucleus as in helium or oxygen the mass is less than the

sum of the constituents.

I should not like to leave the subject of the elements without

referring very briefly to the work of Harkins on the structure of

atomic nuclei.

He proceeds on the hypothesis that nuclear structure must

depend on

(i) atomic masses ;

(ii) atomic numbers and therefore net nuclear charge ;

(iii) atomic stability.

Harkins regards the last as determining the relative abun-
dance of the elements in nature.

Now analyses of meteorites arc likely to furnish more reliable

data as to the distribution of the elements than we could expect
from earth analyses. So data obtained from meteorites are used
as far as possible. Tt is observed that for elements whoso atomic
numbers differ by multiples of 2, the difference in atomic weight
is nearly always a multiple of 4. For example

Silicon (at. no. 14) -Neon (at. no. 10)
= 4= 2x2.

But the atomic weights are 28 and 20 respectively and

28 - 20 = 8 = 4X2.
Another instance is

Phosphorus (at. no. 15) Sodium (at. no. 11)
= 4 = 2X2,

while the atomic weights are 31 and 2,3 giving a difference

31 -23 = 8 = 4X2.

Such relations suggest that the nuclei of elements are built up of

hydrogen and helium nuclei. Assuming this, and designating the

nucleus of hydrogen (with its positive charge 1) by *] ;
the helium

nucleus (positive charge 2) by a and the negative electrons (nega-
tive charge 1) by p, Harkins is able to represent by a formula the

nuclear composition of any element.

For example the nitrogen nucleus will have the structure rep-
resented by

i.e. the net charge on the nucleus is

+ (3X2)+ (2X1)- 1 = 7

which is the atomic number. Harkins points out that hydrogen
nuclei never exceed three except when the group (r)tflt )

is present.
All the "tomic nuclei of the even numbered elements up to 27

appeaV to consist of helium nuclei. In general the structure of the

odd numbered elements can be obtained from that of the even

numbered by adding the group
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Now the odd elements are much less abundant in nature than
the even elements, a fact which suggests that odd elements are

less stable owing to the presence of the group just mentioned.
This entity (>;a/?2 ),

is clearly an isotope of hydrogen. It has the

same net charge as the hydrogen nucleus and a different mass.
If it exists separately its atomic weight is 3.

As has appeared from other evidence, the helium nucleus pre-

sumably has the structure

i.e. two positive charges, and atomic weight 4.

Harkins suggest* that
r/ :,/?.2

*is arranged with the three protons
in a chain and the two negative electrons rotating in planes parallel
to the chain and in opposite sides of it. The group rj^ would
consist of an assemblage of 4 protons at the corners of a square,
the two negative electrons lying on either side of the central group.

It is admitted that the elements of low atomic weight fall in-

to line with the scheme just described far better than those of high.
In fact above atomic number 28 the rules do not hold satisfactorily.
Harkins suggests as the reason for this failure that elements above
28 are practically all mixtures of isotopes. The suggestion is borne

out by Aston's more recent work.
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